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Ideals are like stars; you choose them as your guide, and following them, you reach your destiny—C. Schurz* 
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FROM 
THE 
NEWS 
-X 
Roosevelt comes 
into our homes 
Democrats become Democratic 
Japanese Faculty Resigns 
AI Smith goes to Coney 
Eskimos liavc a  paper 
Environment (affects students 
College is a summer resort 
J§£ THOMAS   MUSGRAVE & 
HOP TO-MORROW NIGHT AND 
IVY DAY EXERCISES FRIDAY 
OPEN COMMENCEMENT SEASON 
Billy  Murphy's  Arcad- 
ians To Play At 
Dance 
IVY EXERCISES 
IN GYMNASIUM 
T,1KE rare understanding of the 
masses that has charaeteriz d 
Franklin D. Roosevelt since his 
airplane trip to the convention in 
Chicago ladt summer as a sort of 
coup d'etat up to the present, will 
be increasingly more evid-nt. This 
is the scheme. Lawrence David, ed- 
itor of the United States News, who 
ha6 discussed national problems 
ev<ry Sunday over the air for seven 
rears, in giving up his hour, and in 
his place will be the president's sec- 
retary. Col. L. H. Howe. who. as rep- 
resentative of the administration, 
will answer the question* of the 
citizenry through its spokeman, 
Walter Trumbull. In that way. the 
White House will meet the public  in 
its homes. 
. OHN    Dickinson,    Assistant    Sec- 
Alnius Thorpe Chairman Oi 
Committee — Program 
Opens at 2 P. M. 
Plans for Ivy Hop, which takes- 
place Thursday nisht, have been 
completed. The doors of Chase Hall 
will be open at 7:45, and dancing 
will begin at 8 o'clock. Hilly Murph> 
and his Arcadians, a twelve piece 
orchestra, well known to collegiate 
circles, will furnish the music foi 
the twelve da'rees and two extras. 
The third, ninth, and eleventh 
dances and the first extra will be 
waltzes. There will be a short inter- 
mission in which light refreshments 
will   be served. 
Guests 
The guests of honor will  be  Pres. 
and  Mrs. Clifton D. Gray, Dean H-iz- 
NORTHFIELD CONF. 
TQ OPEN JUNE 12 
A group of Hates students 
will attend the Xorthtield Stu- 
dent Conference, which will 
meet at Camp llecket, Hcckcl, 
Mass., from June 12 to 30. The 
Conference will have their 
headquarters at the Y. M. C. A. 
camp on Lake Itudd. 
Tills is the forty-seventh an- 
nual discussion on campus pro- 
blems by New l.'iul.n:.! college 
men, anil all the men's colleges 
will be represented. Bates' quo- 
ta is ten. 
A well balanced daily sched- 
ule is being arranKed for the 
Conference. The morniigs will 
he devoted to speeches and fo- 
rums .while the afternoons will 
present an opportunity for the 
making of many oouteets 
through conversation, athletics, 
or other forms of congeniality. 
In the evening there will l>e 
addresses by prominent leaders 
' i  the  educational  Held. 
r tary of Commerce, answers  the!el  M.  Clark,     Prof.     Grosvenor     M 
queries   of   the   people   who   are  ' Robinson, and  Prof, and  Mrs.  R.  R. 
N.   Gould.   The   chaperones   will   be 
Mr.  and  Mrs.   Harry  W.  Rowe.  and 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Clinton  R. Thompson, 
made  tnat  me -purf-nanm--;       Chase   Hall   will   be  decorated   in 
power of the consumer must be pro-,  summery   pastel   colors  to  give   the j 
tected as well as the rights of me effect of    a summer    shower.    The' 
producer,   labor  has  rights   as   well  programs are mother    of pearl with 
the  Bates  seal   on   the  cover  giving 
taken aback by the grip of the gov- 
ernment on American life since 
Marsh fourth. He says "recognition 
has  been  h th rchasing
j,, f„..~~",   —-—      —~.— 
as the employer, debtor as well as 
th- creditor must be protected. The 
government is not paternalistic, 
merely more representative". Per- 
haps the theoretical Democrats are 
becoming practical. 
THE gravest clash yet recorded 
between administrative and prof- 
essorial ideas of academic freed- 
om has led to the resignation of the 
entire law faculty of Japan's Kyoto 
Imperial University. 1600 law stu- 
dents and even the entire university 
may follow. This action follows the 
publishing of a book on penal law. 
When the Education Minister de- 
clared it radical and banned it. the 
writ r, a professor, resigned, and his 
fellows likewise. 
At, Smith took his wife and "the 
kids" to Coney Island last Sat- 
urday in the good old fashioned 
way, "down the Bay on the Iron 
Steamboat". 
It was 20 years or mere since he 
had last taken the trip and things 
had changed a bit. The last time he 
had be:n in the Assembly—A youth 
among the "wolves" on Capitol Hill 
-—Saturday he could see the tip of 
his own Empire State Building as 
the side-wheeler left th> pier. 
He was apt to smile and wave to 
those who yelled "Hello Al". but he 
kept his mind on giving his family 
a good time, going to a fr ak show 
and tilting with a weight guesser. 
a very dainty effect. 
Sumner Raymond is chairman in 
charge of the committee for ar- 
rangements. He is assisted by Gene 
Ashton. Robert Butler, Jere Moyni- 
har, Thomas Musgrave, Lucienne 
Blanchard. and Eve H. Young, all of 
the class of "34. 
As this  is one of  the  most  popu- 
Modernistic Tone 
Is Dominant In 
Mirror This Year 
Many      Improvements 
Are Featured In 1933 
Production 
By GORDON JONES 
Impressive Last 
Chapel Thursday 
For Senior Class 
Formal Assembly Will 
Open  As  Seniors 
March In 
The customary last chapel, which 
closes the daily exercises for the 
year, will be held on Thursday 
morning. The program is as follows: 
Processional; Anthem, Choir: 
Prayer, Harry E. Kemp; Prayer 
Response, Choir; Address, Robert 
B. Swett; Last Chapel Hymn, (sung 
by seniors only); Recessional, 
"Auld Lang Syne" (sung by entire 
body). 
During the processional, follow- 
ing the usual arrangement, the un- 
derclassmen will stand while the 
Seniors march in. The program will 
begin when the marshall has given 
the signal for the student body to 
be seated. During the Recessional, 
the underclassmen will again stand 
still while the Seniors file out. After 
they have left the chapel, the Ju- 
niors. Sophomores, and Freshmen, 
following their respective presidents. 
will also march out. Outside, each 
class, beginning with the Freshmen, 
will cheer the Class of '33, and the 
assembly will be dismissed with the 
singing 'of the "Alma  Mater." 
GREEK, LATIN REQUIREMENTS 
LIFTED AS ENGLISH CLASSICAL 
COURSES SUPPLANT LANGUAGES 
The 1933 Mirror is a modernis- 
tic production replete with pictures 
presented   in   a     well-balanced     ar- 
lar dances of the year,  the demand   '  '^       £ R Professor of 
for   reservations   has   exhausted   the ;ated to '     «- ^ «^     ^^   „ 
supply of nckets. Ninety couples aro, dedicated to  Oliver F. Cults, Direct- 
expected. jQr  of  physical  Education     for  men. 
Ivy Day Exorcises j Throughout  the   issue  a  modernistic 
n      1*       .        „f  >v.   i,lni„f theme is predominant. The cuts are Ivy   Day   Exercises   of   the   Jumo.     " ^  is i eptl0Iial     quality. 
class  will  be  held  Friday  iteM«ffij^g*^is   ready     for     deliver, 
in   the  Alumni   Gymnasium  at   2   P.   »ne  ••""." » 
M.   Arrangements     have   been   com-  u"b. "°TV     .. t()  attrart    or.e's 
pleted under the direction of Almus       «•«*  Vhe  very s?r king cover. 
a-rssv SSSL ££ %£>»rs>rj=: vs s 
speeches   include:     Prayer.   Bernard 
EVEN the Eskimos have literary 
tastes: A monthly paper, whose 
name translated means "grat- 
ultoualy distributed reading", has 
been In existence In Greenland since 
1861. Its 2400 copies are d.stributed 
as far back in the country as 1500 
miles. The editor, a native Green- 
lander, eays "the paper adapts its 
contents to the mental level of its 
readers". It carries world event.; 
affecting Greenland, a serial love 
story, an agricultural review, and 
readers' questions and answers. 
THE progress of students in New 
York City depends so much on 
neighborhood conditions that if 
these are known one can predict 
closely the rate of progress in a part- 
icular school, says Dr. J. B. Mailer 
of Columbia. , 
In a survey of 310 health units 
he discovered that environment 
conditions are better indications than 
the intelligence index. 
IN a small valley high in the North 
Carolina mountains. Lees-Mcltae 
College students have built their 
own school. It has grown by steadily 
widening its use of natural surround- 
ings to provide not only learning, 
but earning facilities as well, NO 
students leave for financial reason*. 
The average expense for the 227 men 
and women is $190 per year but 
more than half reduce this sum to no 
cash expenditure by their laD°r- 
Besideg many other enterprises, tn.„ 
students run the college In the sum- 
mer as Pinnacle Inn. In the fall, tney 
can fruit and grind buckwheat. 
Loonier; Oration. Clyde Holbrook; 
Address by President, Frank Mur- 
ray. 
Toasts: 
To the Faculty. Julius Lombardi; 
To the Co-eds. Albert Oliver; To the 
Men Miriam Wheeler: To the Se- 
niors. Creseentia Zahr.; To the 
Athletes,  Alden  Gardiner. 
Prophecy. Marjorie Bennett; 
Gifts to the Men. Elizabeth Wilson: 
Gifts  to  the Women. James  Balano. 
Toastmaster.    Theodore    Seamon. 
stiff one done ta fine grain black 
imitation leather. The lettering and 
figures are in gold. 
Colored Pictures 
Inside the cover the book is fully 
as attractive as it is out. One of the 
first things to catch the eyes is the 
colored picture of the chapel. This 
picture was presented by Professor 
Whitehorne. and was taken by him 
last fall. Then follow the pictures 
of Rand Hall Coram Library and 
Hathom Hall, all in colors. 
A  big  improvement  is  found 
Marsh        Bermrd  Drew:   Poem, Ab-lyair  in"   the     arrangement     of  the 
iln Smith   Ode   Norman DeMarco.   ! pages with Senior cuts   All cuts a e 
A  Ita ted  number     of  tickets  are  larger  this  year,   by.tt     least     one 
•i  !i    ™H  mav be procured thru   fourth  last  years size.  Perhaps  tne 
available and  mav  ue  i«ut       u        improvement     noticed     was j biggest i prove ent noticed was 
it he recent pictures of some of the 
I faculty members. The class write- 
iuns too. show improvements, for 
they are now real class efforts. The 
1
 Mirror Staff this year included mem- 
bers from each of the classes who 
'assisted  in  class  write-ups 
The title pages for each section 
'show some very interesting photo- 
Igraphv Each title page is a shadow 
! photograph of objects ^presenting 
liho  section   followrrg.     Throughout 
(i i uit"   « — »•      ■   -■    - 
any member of the Junior class. 
Joseph A. Kelly 
Has Leading Role 
In Greek Comedy 
, >       im      „ »  the book the art work is particular- Aristophanes      frog's ;,v pieasing. 
Alumni Council 
To Sponsor New 
Song Contest 
Boston Bates Club Con- 
tributes $50 In 
Prizes 
Bates students, former students, 
alumni, members of the faculty, 
and friends of the college are invit- 
ed to participate in the Third Alum- 
ni Council Song Contest, startin;; 
now, and competition to end Novem- 
ber   1,  1933. 
The contest is under the super- 
vision of the Song Contest Commit- 
tee, ar.d the activities of this group 
have already resulted in the addi- 
tion of some very creditable num- 
bers to the Bat<>s song catalogue. 
The Bosion Bates Club has contri- 
buted $50.00 for distribution as 
prizes in this third contest. 
Following are the rules of the 
competition: I 
1. The contest is open  to all  stu- 
dents       former     students,     alumni.) 
members of the faculty, and  friends 
of the college. .    I 
2. Compositions, words or music, 
or complete songs, may be sent to 
the Alumni Office. Chase Hall. Bates 
College Lewiston. Me., and must Do 
in by November 1. 1933. (All-round 
college songs solicited. Original 
music desirable, but  not necessary.) 
3 Manuscripts submitted should 
bear no name of author or compo- 
ser but should be accompanied by a 
sealed envelope bearing the title ot 
the song and containing the Mmo 
of the author and composer, or both, 
as the case mav be. The envelopes 
will not be opened until after the 
jud-;es have rendered their decision. 
4 The prize money of *50.00 is 
subject to division hy the Commit- 
tee of Awards as stated in  (5). 
Prizes will be awarded for such 
An Editorial 
THE college year is nearly ovir! 
But Sunday tennis Beems out of the question for tins 
year at least Ahnost live \\<vks ago it was revive.1 HI tbjsc 
columns after a lapse of a year. Undergraduates in statements 
to the Student evidenced their approval, and formed a Commit- 
tee which submitted a petition to the faculty. 
That body kindly turned the matter over to a committee 
for consideration. No report has as yet been issued or its 
meeting last week, but certain salient features of the last few 
weeks assure us that the matter will be thoughtfully decided. 
The chapel discussions on war. a Student suggestion, and 
the new Latin-Greek requirement changes, point to an effort on 
the part  of college authorities to co-operate with the student 
As for tennis, instead of encountering the possibility of too 
hasty action, the faculty appointed an excellent committee, that 
on Athletics, to hear both sides and report its findings. Nearly 
all its members are Hates -.Tadnates, who realise, at first hand. 
the students' point of view. Also all of them, interested and 
familiar with athletics, are anxious to make any changes tor 
the advancement of sport, unless this advance destroys some 
Of the distinction which, undeniably, marks Hates among Mew 
England  Colleges. 
This is a stand with which we must agree une<|uivoeably. 
Whereas the committee has been asked to investigate, it is 
probable that the faculty will respect its judgement to a con- 
siderable extent. If its final decision, perhaps nor available 
until next fall, opposes Sunday tennis, it will not imply that the 
student body is being legislated against, but that its plea has 
been considered and voted down. This decision should be regard- 
ed in the same light which the Republicans assumed when 
Hoover was defeated—the reasons against outweighed those in 
favor.     We applaud  those  who  assume  this  attitude. 
If. on the other hand, the rules are abrogated in favor of 
Sunday tennis, it will mean that while some members of the 
faculty favor it openly, a large number, personally opposed, 
have voted for it. hoping that it will remove some bad effects 
of inactive Sundays. 
We must admire that type of person, too. 
Therefore, do not condemn, whatever the verdict on 
Sunday tennis. 
Faculty Follows 
Course of Other 
Liberal Colleges 
Makes Latin And Greek 
Optional For Liberal 
Arts Degree 
DOES NOT MEAN 
GIVING THEM UP 
Gray Adams Wins 
Phi Beta Kappa 
Reading Contest 
Junior Speaking 
Contest To-night 
In Little Theatre 
Mr. Bertoeci Will Teach. 
Ono Of English Classical 
Courses Substituted 
The Curriculum Committee of the 
Bates College Faculty, consisting of 
Professors Gould. Britain, Ramsdell. 
Harms. Sawyer and Berkelman. has 
recently completed a study of the 
ancient language qualifications for 
the A. B. degree. It took full cog- 
nizance of the movement now under 
way in many of the leading Eastern 
liberal Institutions to give up the 
traditional requirement that a stu- 
1
 dent should have Greek or Latin in 
I the  original  tongue. 
With the development of the 
public high school with courses 
greater in variety than those offered 
in the old-time academy or second- 
ary school, and with the present-day 
(i ndeney for more and more young 
people to seek college admission and 
a college degree because of the 
value of its general training, many 
otherwise well qualified applicants 
for entrance are rot prepared at 
all. or prepared only in part, In 
Latin. Many rather than make up 
the Latin have chosen to start Greek 
in college. This has produced 
some difficulty for students beyond 
the language learning years and has 
resulted in the exclusion from their 
college schedules of some quite de- 
sirable courses. 
llegins With Class Of '87 
The   Curriculum   Committee     has, 
therefore,  recommended   to  the  Pa- 
cully and its report has been accept- 
•ed that, beginning with the Class of  : f<1   n ,   u ui niK   itu   mc  w.«o»   "•-
mnr       -r*   • ' x-i- T m        /-< 1S37 entrants    may qualify for    the Receives    $25    Prize—' Five  Juniors  To  Com- A. B. degree by taking certain sPeci- ■»■ * » I fled  classical courses in  the  English 
include  such Albert I. Oliver 
Second 
In the arcana! reading contest 
conducted by Phi Beta Kappa, a 
first prize of $25 and a second prize 
of $15 hav? been awarded, respect- 
ively to Gray W. Adams, '34, and 
Albert I. Oliver, Jr. '34. A compre- 
hensive written eaxmination. taken 
last Monday, concluded for the sev- 
eral candidates their two-year 
course of reading. 
The examination, designed to test 
the students'  grasp  of material  aind 
their  maturity  of judgement,    con- 
sisted   of   the   following     questions 
"From  your  reading     choose 
pete In Annual lpignage.     They   will 
RvVliVll'tinn subjects as  Ancient  History.     Greek 
XjAIllUttlUII Literature. The Background of Llte- 
_. , , , ,        rature   Fine  Arts,  Classical Civiliza- 
Five members of the J«".or class    l0^ranrt thee Greek Drama. A iimit- 
-Robert  »tmt>    Theodore   Sea-    '  niumber  of students  now  in   col- 
mon.     Helen     Goodwin Ber"" ,^    ece   will   be  able.     by  special     ar- 
Loomer,   and   Richard   Stetso --wl'.l  Jg^aa^      %vith   th*   Registration 
present onginal  speeches  in    he a-  ^nne^u»»    toadjust     tnelr     pro. 
nual   Junior   Exhibition   in   the   Lit- ,        h avail tnem. 
tie   Theater   at   eight   o'clock     this «nuns so ^^/^^   They „„ 
"'™g'  ,.      TQWO,<.     ,    ,„  ...     „,„ intended,   however,   to   be   primarily 
"Why  the  Jews?<      Is  to  be     the • ,     admitted wlth- 
subject  of  Fitterman's  oration.  Sea- 
To Be Presented 
June 17 
LAST LAMBDA ALPHA 
PARTY TO-NIGHT 
Miss Dorothy Wills '33 will enter- 
tain a number of her classmates at 
her home this evening in the last of 
a series of luncheon-bridge given, by 
the Senior members of Lambda Al- 
pha society Appointments are to be 
in orchid  and  lunch  will  be served. 
Guests are to be Edith Pennell, 
Beatrice Dumals, Marcella Shapiro, 
Florence Merry Mary O'Neil, Doro- 
thy O'Hara, and Helen O'Brien. 
1933 at tlie foot of each page lends 
smartness and distinction. 
On*  of  the  difficult  thrngs  to  do 
in any annual of this type is the hu- 
■MBha   Frncs"   of   Aristophanes   is  niorous section.  In  this respect,  ithis 
,he   annual  Greek   Play     to  be  pre-   issue  meets  in  every   way  the  high 
the  annual   ui Library,   standard  it  has set  for  itse f  in  its 
Sauirdav  evening.  June  17,  at  nine  other section.  Above all  things  the 
Saturday  even.  *• Robitson   igsn   Mirror will  always  be remem 
.°
Cl0C
    hinl   ih ^   production.     and  bered   for   its     pictures,     humorous 
is   coaching   the      p represent  and  otherwise.  As clothes make the 
Dionfsus-   hasIyan   outstanding   par,  „,,„. so pictures make an annual, 
in  the  presentation.     The  Play  is  a ^ g^ Write-l ps 
lead   the   women's   chorus    an      w    of guse*  »™        partiCular     bright 
wl„  B.  Prescott  is to be  the leader  notes  on     some ^P   ^.^  adQpted 
ct the men's chorus. ,.„,.„:,„.   aP„ew polic'v and. feeling that those 
The cast   includes  the   *°Howi g.   ***WJg% the   game   knew   most 
fa^*i&isaKMsst •z&jnsss*and ^ 
Robert H. Kroepsch. Woburn, M^ss wr,e- pS Station8- on campus 
Heracles. Bruce F. P*""0"- .^ h, \ 7un page cut. This makes the 
Redding.   Conn.;   P&to^uoldj. r'»itP0S„ly   a   presentation   of 
Burch, G«*ner:„^htd„r0BjC0 Aeac- the class of 1933, but also a true Bond. San. Juan, W»*o. Aeac   the c' ^^ we    fc Jt 
us,  house  porter  to  Pluto    Jotat  nictur are   made-     there 
Curtis.   Pittsfield    Mass.;   A   Corpse. {When   d    ^ ^^ 
Jrph  I"    Maidserva'nt   "of'"persel I who "desire  them,  but  who  did  not 
Son".. Eli^e'l E. IUM U^g S£-*F. editor. and 
A Landlady  in  Hades   Ingeborg von       Jonn Business   Manager. 
Muller, Mecklenburg. Germany; Pla-jGeorg ^peclaUy difficult ad- 
thane,   Marjorie  A    Boothby.  North have on      AltnoUgb   ^haniperf 
Conway. N.  H :     A Pri«t-    S^ney nn rf banks which affect- 
Wakely    Rumford;     Two     *co'£„,,    *A   the advertising,  the  Mirror     ap- 
Helen   '».     °"?rie"'        ""■%«:  pear^on schedule, and  the expenses 
Conn.,     and     Dorothy     E.     u Har 
Lewiston. 
r     b • wh f„ 
Nat'!or.!smP''.akSt0e,!soIThewir.arad^v^  pff~-;   %** &ST" 
an oration titled "The Challenge to **** ^pfl^hmn BerS A  M 
Western       Civilization     from       the       Mr   Angelo Philip Ber tocci   AM. 
'
te5 "'pri s';MH e r f r s c    -P       four  Orient",  while  Loomer, as  announo-    n-;,rsUu°n0mp;n in* orsCaAizing  the  new 
composiUons Only as. in  the opinion  writings in which love plays a doa-!;d last week   has taken as the topic  the classnica, civilisation which 
of   the; JudTea      possess     real  merit   inant   role.   Discuss     fully,   in   each   for  hl8     speech       The     Broaden.ag  c " Monday      Wednesday 
^  „,JinnHtv case, the nature of love .the problem , UniVerse".     "Ls  Marriage     a  Sacra- «       PHHLV at7- 40   A   M   through- 
ard  ongmah ^                fof   wMcn   „  presenl6d    the     solution   attempted. | me„t.  Romance      or  Home  Partner- and  Friday at   .M0  A^ M.  through 
prize  iT given  thereby becomes the and  the success or frustration    re- ; ship.. is the subject of Helen Good- ortttj ^n{Smr°;e yfiUed  both    by 
'property of the college.  ^n,.- ,  w,„. sp^ech^ ^^ ,lh     t    ,nI t 
tlona, part of the annual Bate, pro-    ^ ^'%fXnt "^ Ve^Romance 
gram, and  has  been  a feature  each  J"    na|^g but is als0 we„  grounded 
year since the  founding  of the col-  »n^a^   and   f?oman     civilization, 
ege.  All  of    the competitors    write *   »   « Boston Univer8ity 
their own speeches and choose their  in     i  n graduated     in 
own   topics.     Usually  the     speeches  from   wwen  ne *   d     t        ar3 
deal with subjects of general social ""'• ^a ,"carried on concur- 
significance which occasional y place «»««*£ ca,.orka ,„ Prench, 
special emphasis on student lite . ™nUT - .u 
Local   people   of   prominence   will   Span sh   .M <I 
serve  as  judges     at  the     exhibition  ££™pcaai,°nUquity- was  furthered  by this evening.  Prof.  Arthur NL  Leon- Clascal  anuquy ^ Qr^ 
ard  is to be the presiding officer.        ^ s^ay  ot^^  Qf  Pro{eaBor w   G. 
Aurello   of   the  'Greek   Department 
r>»   Boston   University.     During  this 
time     he  revived     his  memory     of 
I Homer and  read  again  of  Agamem- 
Colored Band For   n •"- 
Reviewer  Praises  Wide  Range 
Of  Subjects   In   June   Qarnet 
By   DR.   EDWIN   M.  WRIGHT7" s 
Filled with good works, the June Garnet is a pleasure to both 
mind and eve. Cover, vigorous illustrations, effective format flirough- 
out eamfcino toilet us know that this is in reality a literary magazine 
that aspires to reach above the commonplace. 
Quality  Hasis  Of  Selection 
Even a "glance at the Table of 
Contents suggests the variety that 
makes this issue conspicuous: there 
are twenty-one titles and, what :s 
more Important, twenty-one differ- 
ent contributors. In no sense can 
the magazine be called the Play- 
thing of an exclusive coterie. It is 
as representative as alumni sewiors. 
juniors sophomores, and freshmen 
can make it. Quality seems to have 
been  the sole basis  of selection. 
The subjects treated cover a wide 
range   Among them there is not an 
phrases. On that basis Gllddon 
Parker's "On High Places" and 
Powers McLeain's "The Positive At- 
titude" stand out conspicuously. So 
rich is each in alluring words that 
we can almost forget "tailplopping 
robins" and the weaving of a 
smooth "line". 
But it must not be supposed that 
these two have a mcnoply of the 
mot juste; there are plenty of 
phrases that sing out. One is found 
in Priscilla Heath's pool that rip- 
pled, and forgot to be glass". Framit 
. .  .v.-  
Headliners Feature 
. t t i , t ^^«~chIeves it frequently In his 
article of the "campus topic ™™- L^S^w oratorical "There Is No 
tv that usually makes observers ^    , eltect'vely stimulus  in  the 
against  the  narrow MMttlM ^      ..   wh,ch   Rebecca  carter 
lege  students.     On    he,  other han-L ,      £ attribute to "those rare 
there  is  enough  oh losopli>    enough j n {lecka   of   jnflnite 
fancy,     to     prevent ■ Wo'dsworthis   un<JPerstanding."   The   solitary   trap- 
warning us  that  the       world  is t0° t Albert Oliver are dangerous- 
much withua." .in muslc and in th^a  Pers^f ^ word.con    ,OUs , 
wide   out-of-doors   the   'argest  num the goMen ai_ 
TolrJl TS*2mtt»TZ  ^"/that is  broken  bv their Philo- 
Com'encement Hop 
Alabama   Aces 
Blues-Singer 
Rhythm Master 
rs uu ot..cu«"c. «..« *-- 
.are, it is said, well cared for. 
the 
into 
e writers kept both feet on 
ground several dared venture 
the  realms  of  imagination. 
Vivid Phrases In Selections 
In an issue so uniformly good, U 
is perhaps invidious to select any of 
the writers for particular praise. 
And yet some inevitably stand out. 
Because I have recently been read- 
ing Wilde and Shaw, r am conscious- 
ly  alert  for th?     Presence     of vivid 
sophy or by Ben's paddle that tink- 
led and gurgled". It is a question, 
too whether Robert Johnson has 
produced an irreconcilable conflict 
between mood and diction so that 
he weakens the illusion* desired: 
Webs' concert may have left much 
t0 be desired,    but   alas,    that 
"but" clause; let us leave it unsaid. 
Continued on Page 5 Col 5 
of an olive tree by the L1on Gate at 
Mvcenae.  Professor Aurelio  and Mr. 
Bertoeci   were   enthusiastic   visitors 
nt many of the collections of Greek 
Art.  studied  the  inscriptions  on  the 
monuments,  and  worked  in  the  Li- 
"Rvincr brarv  ot  th«    School     of     Classical 
DIIIIJ^  Etudies in  Athens. 
Arirl Previously  at  Rome and  in  Italy 
[thev had been eager researchers for 
.vestiges ot Roman civilization, a 
scach that ultimately carried them 
The "Alabama Aces" will furnish to Trier in Germany. Baalbek and 
the music and entertainment for Jerash in Syria, and to the impor- 
Commencement Hop, June 19. and tant Roman monuments in Southern 
promise fair to play the lead in a France as well as in England, 
fitting   conclusion   to   the  year's  so- xo  Continue  Languages 
cial calendar. a commencement. Th(; impression ia ,r<)t to be given 
formal which will surpass in qua- m t]lc Tecent faculty action that 
lity and uniqueness any event whlcn   B  tes ,s givi lt8 Iong. establlsh- 
has   up  to  now  graced   the  college d most €xceiient work in the 
campus. By bringing to Bates a co- cla , or the courses in Latin and 
lored band of nation-wide renown ^J °outiined in the current cata- 
the   dance   committee     has   brought T wU|  b<j continu€d  and 
about   an  innovation   which   will   be available to prospective teech- 
an   outstanding     factor  IT.     making  ^^   tfce classic8 and aU other lan- 
this affair a success.       .     .     guages. and to those who will find 
Columnists  hail   this  band in   » p^sjl>le t0 giVfl timc for tho full- 
est culture. Continued on Page 2 Col 5 
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DIARY OF A 
OH have renlered Bates an invaluable ser- 
vice in substituting for Coach "Dave" 
Morey, who was prevented by illiness from 
handling the baseball train. The college appre- 
ciates your tlioughtfulness. 
We hope, moreover, that you have enjoyed 
the short time you have been here. Be assured 
that everyone on campus has enjoyed your pres- 
ence and the opportunity to follow one of the 
most scrappy nines in Bates' history. We attrib- 
ute that aggressiveness and dash to your direct- 
ion. 
We are especially grateful for your work 
in building Cor another year. .Never have the 
prospects for a successful season been more 
promising. With underclassmen seasoned in al- 
most every position, there is a nucleus, even 
now, of a strong team. 
It is impossible to offer you material remun- 
eration for your unselfish service. We can only 
express our appreciation. 
The Language Requirements 
THE recent tendency in colleges has been to 
modify some requirements of many years 
standing. Even the more conservative in- 
stitutions like Harvard have come to offer S0m4 
alternatives for the Greek and Latin require- 
ments for an A. B. degree. Many small colleges, 
too numerous to mention, have followed. Recent- 
ly through the action of the faculty, Bates has 
announced that it, too. will alter its curriculum. 
The decision will be cheered by "progres- 
sive" educators who have long combated the 
language requirement. It will also please teach- 
ers and parents who have regretted the limit- 
ations that have denied a degree to students with 
no inclination for languages. 
We arc concerned, however, with the react- 
ion of the students. The willingness of the fac- 
ulty to abolish a rule which has been criticized 
in the past, we feel, has encouraged a wholesome 
feeling of appreciation toward the administ- 
ration. 
Scores of students, some antagonistic because 
of this requirement, admit that the faculty has 
gone more than half-way. This presages the at- 
tainment of that almost Utopian aim of healthy 
tolerance between faculty and students. 
Bates Music 
WE may reflect with profit on another amuse- 
ment' enterprise, that of the Department of 
Music. We understand that up to very re- 
cent years, in fact before the present Director 
was secured, music on campus was conspicuous 
by its inadequacy. It has come to the fore in 
great strides. In addition to occasional appear- 
ances by individuals in chapel, and concerts off- 
campus," the band has become a fixture at all 
football games, fully as vital apparently as the 
necessary cheering. A .few weeks ago an evening 
concert by the combined musical organizations in 
chapel provoked a hope which was in these 
columns that concerts be repeated at regular in- 
tervals next year. 
Last, week, the band for the last time under 
the able direction of Fred Donald of the senior 
class gave a superb after-dinner performance on 
the steps of Hathorn Hall. The program included 
overtures and classical selections besides regular 
marches. A large audience which crowded before 
the oldest building on campus appreciated and 
applauded entertainment which made no com- 
promises with the cheaper forms of public taste. 
Public taste, indeed, our two concerts have 
shown, seems to demand and enjoy the best of 
music. The Cornell Alumni News remarks the same 
trend at that college and also observes that "this 
is a useful thing to remember, if you are inclined 
to grieve about the debauching influence of 
mechanical music on the masses.'' 
We are told that twenty years ago concerts 
similar to these that we have mentioned would 
have had a sparse turn-out. Surely, this is pro- 
gress. 
CcEducational Dining 
COMIXG so early in the week, the holiday 
has prevented definite disposition by a joint 
administrative and student committee of the 
co-educational dining proposal made in. the 
Student last week. 
Preliminary steps, nevertheless, have been 
taken by a student group. Meeting last Friday 
night to consider the proposal, representatives 
of campus organizations and the three lower 
classes discussed the difficulties which the pro- 
posal entails. 
They concern briefly: the existence of a 
difference in board charges for men and'women, 
the  distance  for the  freshman  and  sophomore 
By CLIVE KNOWLES 
"What does it get you.'" This query, more 
than anv other, semis to characterize our college 
generation... A football man of considerable 
ability made this remark to his coach, and added, 
"It doesn't help your marks or get you a job 
All you do is take a royal thumping' . The enacli 
was later heard to remark thai a person who had 
played a year of varsity football and had come 
away with that attitude had wasted his tune... 
Students have been known to say. "What does 
it gel yon! The more you study the Ipss you 
know, 'and in the end what have you got?" When 
such an attitude becomes a permanent part of our 
mental make-up we have missed the entire point 
of our years in college... > have known college 
men who could see no po'.-tt in reading good lit- 
erature for they said. "After you've read it. you 
don't remember it. so what is the use of bothering 
in the first place"... Most disillusioned of aU 
is the cynic who replies to the assertion, "Well, 
at least college is a place where you make real 
ffien - and can enjoy true comradeship", with 
the remark, "They don't last. Five years ^rom 
now vou won't even remember their names". 
This attitude has not always been character- 
istic, lor youth has in other days been noted for 
its ability to live enthusiastically and joyously 
in the present. Ours is the mark of youth grown 
old before its time. Hollo Brown, writer and lect- 
urer, points out this fact in his article, "The 
Crime Against Youth", in Bcribner's for June. 
Youlli. h says, has in our day been stamped with 
the impress of middle-aged mentality by their 
elders, 'liny have been taught that they must 
spend hall of their lives learning how to live, and 
the other half waiting for some vice-president of 
a corporation t>. topple over from fatty degen- 
eration of the heart tissues so that they may in 
their turn inherit his swivel chair for a time. 
and may cut their coupons and reap their div- 
idends. They have been taught to weigh every- 
thing in terms of "What does it get you", and 
in doing so have lost the ability to see the present 
value of things. There is enough truth in this 
criticism of our age to make us stop and look at 
ourselves candidly. 
[f, on  the  playing field, we have not learned 
to enjoy the feeling of camaraderie, of exulting 
joy in 'the play and if we have not loved it for 
itself; if. in our study, we have not developed a 
deep-seated appreeiat ion of life and its meaning; 
if. in our reading, we have not cultivated a taste 
for that which is most beautiful and true and 
good as contrasted with that which is only indiff- 
erently good, true and beautiful; if, in our friend- 
ships, we have not grown to know and feel the 
values of those associations, and to love them for 
what they are to us in the present; if we have 
not developed thus in the last four years, then 
it seems that we have been like the deaf and 
blind who walk through the garden and do not 
hear the song of the birds, and who walk on the 
flowers because they ilo not see them. . . but ours 
is the greater sin. for we might have heard and 
we might have seen, hail our elders been wiser 
or had we eared to. 
POOR  LITTLK RICH  HOT 
Introducing J. P. Morgan by re- 
quest of the Senate Banking and 
Currencv Committee. Principal re- 
velations: Many leading figures in 
business finance and politics wore 
on a preferred list to which Morgan 
sold stock below market price. 
Among them were Coolidge IK). 
Woodin (D), McAdoo (D). Persians 
(R). Kaskob (D), Hilles <R>. Davte 
(D) Adams (R). Mr. Morgan, testi- 
fied that he paid no income taxes in 
1030. 1931, 1932. "What would 
vou do under the circumstances— 
ray more than the law requires?" 
The first two of these years saw the 
Morgan firm 9 million ahead of the 
game. The Morgan bank is not .sub- 
ject to insnection by any bank exam- 
iners- "The code of ethics is more 
effective in protecting customers 
than bonking laws." Morgan part- 
ners sit on the boards of 167 
porations as "advisers". 
INDUSTRIAL   RKCOVKKY   RILL 
"A national emergency productive 
of widespread unemployment and 
disorganization of industry is de- 
clared to exist." These si liking 
words preface the industrial re- 
covery bill. Major provisions are as 
follows: Establishment of indus- 
trial plaining and research agency 
to exercise presidential powers: 
compulsory adoption of a code of 
competition by trade associations 
with penalties for violation: licens- 
ing system for business: minimum 
wages, maximum hours .and labor 
conditions to be prescribed by the 
President: right of collective bar- 
gaining: abolition of yellow dog 
contract  a:d  closed  shop. 
Under the second title a public 
works program is established to in- 
clude all public construction. For 
this purpose 3.300 million is to bo 
raised by bond issues and lent to 
local government on a 30 to 70 
basis. 
"This is the acknowledged and 
legalized end of laissez-faire", 
writes George Soule in the New Re- 
public. Industry is given a chanco 
to set its own house in order its own 
way. It is a great step toward cons- 
cious planning of industry on a na- 
tional scale. Labor's greater stake 
in the government will be apt to 
produce a more militant agressive 
attitude. It may mean an immense 
growth of vigorous unionism and a 
campaign for organizing the unor- 
ganized. 
The action of labor will determ- 
ine whether we take the course of 
d"mocratic socialism or state capi- 
talism. 
—— :o:— ———— 
New Type Debate 
Is Conducted By 
Arg Class Thurs. 
"Clashes" Feature New 
Form—Has Appeal 
To Audience 
The  Boopcat  smell, a  rat   . . £j| j-£«£w   ~*» A •'•'•'  2g 
bolt smith la writing a n»ve . . .   ej-1 man» were fed„gome 0n a hook 
haps     he'll     call     R     the      t0'le^  of tne°h„ ,h™P song of the expeait Smithy" wKh introduction by Betty 
" freshman  class has   no   flag 
but  it     has  a tel- 
and the fac- 
MRCOUECK 
MEW5 
Th" 
pole sitters, 
egraph pole sleeper, 
ultv as well as a bed went up in the 
air' .for it wasn't po-light. .. . 
You can hitch your wagon to a star 
... but not your bed to a telegraph 
P
°Acc'ordon to reports. Bud Lewis 
ha,; now become the Bates street 
'inger.... Prof. Rawb introduced 
Eddie Wright Guest In the chapel 
mornlNG...- Incidently, 
I    Sawyer    father    this 
T e t eme song 
,   was   -mocked   In   the   Cradle   of 
°"   ?,e:D"        .   Grace   Herring   won 
th:  East man  the tender Yudkins vs Sameli    in 
Parker    Pen-O'Neil    referee « 
it .H,  of  the  prisons.  Yudkins  advo- 
cates the Stanton  Jail  Bird  Club a 
a new addition to the Bates summer 
school. . . .  Sameli favors bigger 
if 
and 
better rock piles-like J. B.. . .. ami 
we don't refer to the rocks in the 
beans or to the  roks served  on 
^Suggested book., for the library: 
"How to milk a Cow" by Carl 
Milkcan (dedicated to Peggy Perk- 
Ins: she is only a dairyman s daught- 
er but she knows butter) .. . . 
"Whiskers Away" by John bm£n 
(courtesy   of     the     Stanton     Bar 
James   Bcswell  O'Connor's     Life   or 
Frank     Johnson   O'Neil"   "Beer 
Facts" by Burch. . . . 
Kxtra!  Kxtra! 
The  East   Parker   Mystery....    is 
baffling   the  Ross   blood   hounds... 
the  other 
June says: 
morning. . . ■ 
Andy Gump Myrhnjan says 
Hawkshaw Crawshaw stole tu« out 
book, he'd be made a life member of 
the Bates Probationists. ... but if a 
Bates trustee swindles a few hun- 
dr-d thousand, it's high finance. . . . 
in other words, for Guy Gannet  the 
goose  hangs  high    although  the 
law   doesn't  seem   to  know   how   to 
cook     Gannet's     goose  
GUYS are be 
. . . . Dog-gauaet, there ain t no just- 
ic  !  
Skip's Operatioii 
Skip   succumbs ■' - • -   she   couldn t 
skip a date with C. M. G eew we 
,;end her love and stitche*. ... 
Effishency   expert   Decatur   (Bait; 
Commencement Program 
Kates' sixty-seventh commencement exercises, 
including various alumni meetings, class day. the 
annual Greek Play. Commencement Concert, and 
Bacealanreate exercises, will open Friday, June 
lii. and continue through Monday. June l'J. 
Many attractive features have been arranged to 
make the series of programs significant as well 
as of special interest. 
The return of the alumni to the Bates camp- 
us is an annual event of the greatest interest to 
the alumni themselves, and to the faculty and 
administration. The various chapters of the 
honorary organizations. Delta Sigma Rho, Phi 
Beta Kappa, and Phi Sigma Iota, hold their 
annual meetings, thus giving the old members 
an opportunity to meet the new initiates. Class 
reunions enable the graduates to renew acquaint- 
ances, and taken as a whole, trie commencement 
exercises are a time of good fellowship and good 
cheer. 
The class day exercises on Saturday after- 
noon will be of unusual significance to those 
graduating. Henry LaVallee, acting as toast- 
master, will introduce prominent seniors who 
will present the customary and traditional 
speeches, including the presentation of the class 
gift to the college. 
Saturdav night there is to be a band concert 
followed by'the annual Creek Play—this year a 
earned?, ''The Frogs" of Aristophanes. The 
Commencement Concert Sunday evening in the 
chapel will likewise be oustanding. and is under 
the direction of Prof. Seldon T. Crafts. 
CLASS DAY PROGRAM 
June 17. 2.00 p. m. College Campus 
Prayer, Donald Bond, San Juan, Porto Rico; Ora- 
tion, Gegrge R. Austin, East Greenwich, R. I.; Class 
History. Helen E. Hamlin. Sanford; Address to 
Fathers and Mothers, Lucille C. Jack. Lisbon Falls: 
Address to Halls and Campus. John J. Dpferayolsky, 
Boston. Mass.: Last Will and Testament, Thelma L. 
Kittredge, Manchester, N. H.; Presentation of Class 
Gift. Vincent J. Kirby, Beverly, Mass.; Acceptance of 
the Gift. President Clifton D. Gray; Pipe Oration. 
Lionel A. Lemieux. Augusta; Toastmaster, Henry L. 
LaVallee, Biddeford; Marshall. Roger C. Crafts, Lew- 
lston. 
BACCALAUREATE  EXERCISES 
JUNE 18, 3.30 p. m. CHAPEL 
Reading of Scripture 
PROF. J. MURRAY CARROLL 
Prayer * " 
PROF. ANDERS M. MYHRMAN 
Hymn 
PROF.   GROSVENOR  M.  ROBJNSON 
Sermon 
PRESIDENT  CDIFTON D.  GRAY 
•34.   lead  the fishious fishers on a | Who    was   the dam, ?. . .    Why did 
salt sea slMghride Tuesday. . . .  Mies! she want to see Perry?.    . And at two 
SPECIALISTS IN MANY FIELDS 
TO TEACH AT SUMMER SCHOOL 
Nationally Known Men And Women On Teach- 
ing   List   When   Summer   Session 
Opens On July 5 
Bv WILLARD HIGGIXS I      As an  earlier  Student stated,  the 
Professor  Harms  definitely  stated   Bates Faculty will be represented at 
In  Chapel  last     Thursday     that     in \ the Summer  Session     by  Professors 
spite  of  persistent     rumors     to  the , Wright,  Mabee, Quimby, and  Fisher. 
contrary,   there   will   be     a  summer 
school from July 5 to August 11 
this summer. He also called the at- 
tention of the students to the fact 
that  there    will  be  offered     several 
Other instructors will be Dr. Wilmot 
M. Mitchell of Bowdoir. and Prof. 
George S. Lasher of Ohio University 
in the English department; Mr. 
Arthur C.  Burnett of Newburg, New 
courses'~which  may be of interest te   York,   High   School;     Mr.  Albert  B. 
Harvey   of   Roosevelt   Junior     High 
School, Cleveland Heights. Ohio, Mr. them. There are eleven courses in the 
field of Education, including educa- 
tional sociology, child psychology, 
and methods of Junior high and 
high school teaching. There are nine 
Samuel D. Hendrix of Texas, Dr. 
William H. Holmes, prominent edu- 
cator in several states. Dr. Theos A. 
Langley  of Wesleyan,  and  Dr.  Will- 
E.glish and public speaking courses, i iam  H.  Martin of Mount Vernon,  N. 
two  of which are methods courses. \ Y. in the department of Education; 
The others are in argumentation, 
American and English literature, 
and play production. 
Introductory  geology and   modern 
geography   are  offered, 
courses  in     descriptive 
Dr. [Vernon Cooper of Cotuer Col- 
lege. Nebraska, Prof. John T. Grcen- 
an, teacher and writer, and Dr. 
William   J.     Wilkinson     of     'Colby. 
as   well   as, teachers  of  social     sciences;      Prof. 
astronomy.; John  A.  David  of Adelphi   College. 
By MAUGARI:T HOXIB 
Experiments at the University 0. 
Michigan prove that the , 
fiees are sometimes right. The r snlig 
of the experiments have shown that 
the lighting of a cigarette actnali, 
aids in maintaining nonchalance ij 
moments of stress. Any cigarette or 
just the well-known Murad, »j 
wonder. 
"The     average     man     is    iik0 , 
I match", says the Arrow, of the pen„ 
College   for  Women     in  Pittsbnrrt 
"if he gets lit up, he lcjes bi 
From the Colby Echo, we notice 
that in the Student Council Kepor 
for 1932-33 it says: "voted to buy j 
new Colby banner (slue 5x12) to 
replace the bann. r torn at Ba'.es" 
And  it  cost them  $28.50. 
"Dad's  Day"'  has been  I 
at the University of Delaware. Thej.. I 
Student     Council     has     in 
lathers of ev ry student to 
campus and buildings, and has nu,, 
ped out an interesting program autt- 
ing with  a ball game in the after, 
noon,  and   ending     with     an „rt-i; 
recital and a short talk by the unh. 
ersity president. 
According to the Tutts 
their Bull tin board at Ballon Ha:; 
has advertised some oddities 
the past week. Everything from a 
"rtwell looking girl" for a Saturday 
night date to pickets for a factory 
strike was wanted. Nothing like that 
has been seen at .Chase—ae 
When a prof failed to sin v 
a lecture to a certain class the other 
day at R. I. State, one of the students 
cajmly sat down at the : 
desk and in all seriousne^.- sold the 
class that there was to be a highly 
important hour quiz for all. Then he 
dictated some tough questions out 
of the text-book, proctored the esam, 
and collected the papers. On the way 
out, he revealed that it was all a 
gag, and only by rapidly fading from 
sight  did  he escape a  lynch 
A way has been found to wort 
your way through Louisiar. T 
A group of enterprising students 
have established a college informa- 
tion- bureau, operated by tcl»phon'. 
They rent out "use of air" to local 
business men, and now anyone call- 
ing for information must list n to 
a short advertising talk before his 
question is answered. The firms e« 
advi rtkshig, the studenta get tuition. 
and the inquirer gets his information 
if he waits long enough. 
University of Texas students aro 
asked lo throw more waste paper on 
the grounds so that there may be 
more employment for school athletes. 
:o:  
There are three courses in methods j Physics; Gilbert F. Loebs and Amy 
of teaching various sciences. All , R. Howland in Physical Education, 
mathematics are of this type, so will: Mrs. Mary Thorton Harvey in Pub- 
not concern Bates students particu- lie Speaking; and Prof. Cecil T. 
larly. I Derry,  Dr.  Jane B. Wolf and Nancy 
The Social Science Department A. Stewart in foreign languages, 
offers a course in the problems of Prof. William L. Vosburgh of Bos- 
democracy and four in American, j ton Teachers College, in Mathemat- 
English, and modern European his- j ics ".and Mary A. iCurran in demons- 
tory. I tration  teaching. 
A new type debate was introduced 
at Bates when Prof. Quimby's ar- 
gumentation class conducted a 
•clash' style debate at the final 
gathering of the semester last 
Thursday evening in the Little 
Theatre. This form of debating is 
unique in that each part of the con- 
troversy is made a debate in itself, 
discussion being limited to one 
'clash' at a time. The team which 
first wins two successive clashes wins 
the debate. The decisions are made 
by an expert judge with, perhaps, 
the aid of an audience vote. 
The debate Thursday evening 
was concerned with the question 
"Resolved that a system of radio 
control embodying the essential 
features of the British plan should 
be adopted in the United ■ States." 
John Pierce, Gordon Jones, and 
Ralph Musgrave, all of '35, support- 
ed the affirmative, while Bond Per- 
ry, Walter Norton, and Ray Stetson, 
also of -35, composed the negative 
team. The debate was awarded the 
negative when they had won three 
clashes and the affirmative one. 
This form of debate presents 
many difficulties; it is essential 
that the introductory speeches be 
carefully organized, and the judges 
must remain constantly alert since 
they are responsible for keeping the 
teams in direct clash. This type pos- 
sesses great audience appeal how- 
ever, and supplies as interesting a 
form' for discussion as has yet been 
tried. Prof. Quimby hopes to try 
the 'clash' debate again at Bates; 
with a little experience fcn< the man- 
agement of this new type it should 
offer opportunity for novel addi- 
tions to the debating curriculum. 
. —:o:  
ALUMNUS DISCUSSES 
WOMEN'S COLLEGE 
Dr. Zerby Says 
Students Must 
Accept Routine 
Alabama Aces 
Continued from Page 1 
the fore-rank of the country's mu- 
sic-makers and Lorraine Williams, 
noted blues-ainger who leads tho ag- 
gregation, was featured with the 
"Blackbirds'' before assuming the 
position of the star in this group. 
Bowdoin, Wellesley, Tufts, Brown, 
Colgate ,and practically every col- 
lege of the East have danced to the 
strains of the "Alabama Aces". 
Equally well-known to diversion 
experts in New York and elsewhere 
is   "Snowball",   diminutive     rhythm 
Chapel   Speaker   Feels 
We Find Freedom 
Within Order 
Dr.   Rayborn   L.   Zerby     spoke   in 
Chapel.  Saturday  morning,     on  the 
necessity of our accepting routine, master "who" wilf'do the impossible 
and monotony in school life. We in the way of modernistic dance at- 
have seen what the modern cult in! tractions Snowball has been featur- 
literature has led to, he said; oured witn McKinney's Cotton Pickers, 
living is tending likewise. | R    K      Q.,     and     was    starred     by 
Many come to college to  be free,; ROANE'S   PENNSYLVANIANS,     be- 
yet that  can     only     be  obtained  by; fore assuming his present contract, 
accepting order. If classes met only      T, ,        .  ,.eservations  is   fivo 
w-hentheinstructor wanted them to, donSr8.T SecWea rJduS on  the 
fee of a^ year ago. Dancing will be 
from nine to three and wvill include 
a program of sixteen dances. Reser- 
vations  are  open   to  all  and  under- 
or when the students wanted to go 
there would be no freedom in the 
resulting chaos. 
Even in religious matters we must   , 
accept  ritual,  for  that  is the best | cla,8.^"     are urge 
manner of worship. In honors work 
one is allowed more freedom  than 
usual, but that us uot a permission 
place their 
reservations early with Wakely, 
Dobravolsky.  and   Melcher. 
Sid'r.ev Wakelv heads  the commit- 
agaiitat   routine,   for   the   individual  tee JSpomabfe for the dance. Work- 
has proven his ability to resist imp-|ing  wlth   uim  are:   John   Dobravols- 
o  form  his  own   methods  kv, Walter Kin*;   Frank  Flynn, Ros- 
Bates Riders Win 
Places In Shovi 
At Fairgrounds 
Betty   Saunders,    Kay 
Long-, A. Smith 
In Events 
There were several Bad - stu- 
dents in the horse show on Sunday 
at the fair grounds, and many stu- 
dents went to watch the affair. Kay 
Long competed in the hors,.■mait-iiip 
class, and Betty Saunders competed 
in that class as well as in the Ladies' 
Saddle and Pair classes. Arnold 
Jenks was assistant ring master and 
handled the classes in the paddock. 
In the jumping class Abbott Smith 
placed second, riding Trojan, and 
later on took a third in the po'° 
pony, riding Rowdy. Smith was also 
secretary of the association, waict 
was organized last year by local en- 
thusiasts. 
By special permission of !n', 
Police Commission, in view of the 
fact that the show was given for »« 
benefit of New Auburn fire suffw 
ers, the Lewiston-Aubm ■ Home 
Show Association was allowed ,0 
bold its show on Sunday. The !>»» 
weather of Saturday necessitated a 
postponement. 
The outstanding stable in the 
show was that of Mrs. Fred J. 
ol Auburn, whose horses took fl™ 
blue ribbons, the high point winners 
for the day. The Gross horses were 
ridden by Billy Hall a former jock- 
ey from Maryland, who has had con- 
siderable experience as a sin 
and certainly demonstrated his »M' 
lity on Sunday. 
The jumping classes and po'o 
pony   class   provided   much   inn 
of working. 
We see no monotony in day follow- 
ing night, in seasons regularly com- 
ing and  going.  To  accept  necessary' wrtYhe' guests "ot honor. Patro'ns"and *ho 'f^ Kat? °* about fiv 
amond  Melcher,  Helen  O'Brien,  and  ,„'  ,  1     ,    .\ 
Norma  Hinds. li?*"  fuople, th's was the firstJ'"'d 
President   and     Mrs.   C.   D.   Gray  ^hOW„_,Iley. had..ev?r..wii"w^1l|,llr"d 
The May issue of the Bates 
.Miiinmi.s was issued last week 
and distributed to the alumni, 
and to tl«e members of the gra- 
duating class. 
This number or the Alumnus 
is devoted to the Commence- 
most program, and to mention 
of various campus activities. 
S|M-cial mention is made of the 
Alumni Curriculum Report, of 
Gladys Hasty Carroll's novel. 
Of the Stanton Museum, and of 
the third song contest. 
Mention is made, in regard 
to the Curriculum Report, of 
the possibility of reorganizing 
the college in such a way as to 
provide a separate college for 
the women students. The Alum- 
nus suggests that it is not fea- 
sible to consider the Idea be- 
cause of the present facilities 
of the college. 
routi 
ing 
but  it  is 
order. 
ine, he concluded, is not clamp- Fatromnesses will be:   Mr. and Mrs. 
down     on     our   individualities.   Seldon     Crafts:      Prof,     and     Mrs. 
finding     freedom     within  Brooks   Quimby;   and   Mr.  and   Mrs. 
' Harry W. Rowe. 
To the Editor: 
Ode to the Baldy Club 
Say, you ugly Witch of bald-heads, 
Ought you so insult us co-eds ? 
Unjust faults you find with us ; 
Eave on and tear and swear and cuss ! 
Gone are your locks, you would-be dandies. 
Raw-boned hicks. Mahatma Gandhis; 
^re we to blame for your crude taste ? 
Poor homely domes, your time you waste. 
Enough you've saki. insipid lot ; 
Shame on. you ; cut out that rot ! 
THe Rural Maids of '35. 
Virginia McKally 
Margaret Hoxie 
Dorothv Kimball 
Charlotte Harmon 
Ruth Frye 
Grace Gearing 
people revealed their interest, and 
made it possible for the Association 
to give a goodly contribution to the 
fire sufferers. 
William 'Swallow "36, owner 0 
Lucy Lu, was another outstandi"" 
Bates representative in the compe"' 
tion. Paired with Dr. M. J. Brook» 
riding James" Direct, Swallow a'!"1 
his colleague won a white ribbon ,n 
the saddle pair class. 
BEATRICE DUMAIS 
GIVES BRIDGE PARTY 
Beatrice Dumais '33 entertain"1 
a number of her classmates at her 
home Thursday evening at bridge 
Appointments were in blue. Lunch- 
eon was served Edith Pennell r<" 
ce-ived high score and Martha Har- 
ris, second. 
Others present were Dorothy 
wills. Marcella Shapiro, Elean'r 
Libbey, Helen O'Brien and Man 
O'Neil 
Rice may become one of Oklaho- 
ma's agricultural products. An fN' 
periment in rice raising on n'?e 
acres on the farm of J. M. Denm^ 
near Poteau, Okla.. proved so sU'' 
cessful that Deainls is planning ,0 
plant   200  acres  next  year. 
35 
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KEANEY, ONCE BATES ATHLETE, 
SENT PIE TRAYNOR TO MAJORS 
present R.  I. State  Coach Was College Four 
Sport Man Starring In Football And Base- 
ball—Stole 38 Bases In 11 Games 
By  NATHAN  MII,BIRY 
prank Keaney, '1-1, one    of    the 
Ant i    athletes    ev r to    represent 
,,.„,... and  at  present     director     of 
,"n uion    and    coach    at 
Rhode Islan-d  SKate College, was re- 
:ord  d a great  honor when 
: college varsity club banquet, 
b i   was  acting   host,   was 
turned  into  a  testimonial  supper  In 
.   by the members present. 
II , rved as    a token- of    respect 
wed  the  appreciation  of  the 
",','•■  ■_,. and  students  for  the efforts 
thirteen years of coaching at 
Institution.  The college admis- 
n and  m mbers of  the    preis6 
In   loing him honor. It was a 
nneer twtel ot affairs. Keaney sought 
w ; ,nor his boys    but the athletes 
Bin) to it and turned the spol- 
on him. 
The      iry  of Frank  Keaney  from! 
l,j?  high  school   days   until   now   i,. 
an illw  trious record of a man whos. ; 
outstanding  characteristic  seems   to i 
ility to overcome obstacles. 
]i;,; own expression of '•gosh. 
U1k   it", Illustrates the quality which 
has h Ipe 1 him to rise to his present 
• 
H.. first came to this locality as a, 
r.   Alter   graduating   from! 
Cambridge,     Mass.,     Latin     School, ' 
had established an enviable 
I,     he  was     acquired     by  th ■ 
Boothbay     Harbor     baseball     club, ; 
from whence his reputation    spread 
far and wide. He was next obtained 
by the Lewiston team, and after be- 
coming town hero, entered Bates 
that fall. The story is told of the 
"kids" seeking him out and asking 
him questions about himself when- 
ever he appeared upon the streets. 
Upon this campus he lived up to 
his eld reputation. During his fresh- 
man year he became an outstanding 
raemoc- of four varsity teams, foot- 
ball, basketball, track, and baseball. 
It was at the latt;r sport in which 
lie shone. A former classmate recalls 
mm as the "sweetest ball carrier on 
the football team" and during his 
junior year h° was elected captain. 
A . a baseball player he was a star. 
During the season of 1910 with a 
schedule of eleven games, Keaney 
maintained a batting avrage of .480 
and ,:tole 3 8 Bases. This performance 
is still bel'ieved to stand as a college 
record. He was also a member cf the 
ir-ack team and according to his year 
book was the holder of the college 
broad jump record. Those were the 
good old days when a student paid 
his tuition in produce, and the track 
t ams ran potato races. We read 
concerning this man, "running a pota- 
to rate ho pick d up all his spuds 
in forty-three seconds". Anyone will 
admit that a man who can get his 
potatoes up that fast is a versatile 
fellow. 
Having financial problems to solve, 
he hlped to cover expenses by teach- 
Sporting Goods 
 :o:« ■  
UASF.HALL  AXi) 
TENNIS   GOODS 
AI.so   PINE   LINE 
OP BASEBALL AND 
TENNIS  SHOES 
Tennis  Rackets 
$2 to $12 
Lewiston Rubber 
COMPANY 
213 Lisbon Street 
City 
Lunch at this 
Convenient Diner 
Past, Quick, Service -No Wait- 
ing. Whether you have 10 
minutes or an hour, drop in and 
be satisfied. 
Pine State Diner 
MAIN STREET 
Lewiston 
Next to Tavern Hotel 
HERE your 
hair is modeled 
to Flatter Ytnir 
particular 
"beauty-points" 
by our expert 
operators . 
Whatever you 
get will be a joy 
and a compli- 
ment. 
BONENFANT'S BEAUTY PARLOR 
Tel. 195-W 
95i/2 Main Street Lewiston. 
R. W. CLARK Registered   Druggist pu'«   Drugs   and   Madiclnei 
PRESCRIPTIONS   A   SPECIALTY 
Also,  APOLLO  CHOCOLATES 
Corner Bates and Alain Street        LEWISTON,  MAINE 
Compliments of 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
LEWISTON 
Main Street 
Harry LPlummer       LUNCH 
PORTRAIT—Commercial    and 
Finishing Photography 
New Studio 
At 135 Main St., 
Lewiston,     -     Maine. 
GROUND   FLOOR 
at the PROPER place 
'where QUALITY is the BEST. 
►and PRICES arc the LOWEST, 
Boston Cafe 
10!)  MAIN   STREKT 
LEWISTON 
As Great Fair  Opened ALUMNI OF KENNEBEC COUNTY 
HOLD MEETING AT HALLOWELL 
President  Of A.   Raymond  Carter '13 Elected 
County   Alumni   Association—Male 
Quartet Gives Selections 
X:OCXXX:OKXXHXXXXXXXXX:<>::C-:X 
I PERSONALS I 
1 X 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Margaret Hoxie attended the IC4A 
track meet which m held in Boston 
th ■ past week, and was the guest of 
her parents during her stay in Masq- 
at Musette. 
Gertrude Ham visited friends on 
campus over the week-end and hol- 
iday. 
Shortly .after   Chicago's   great   Century   of 
throng, eager to view the wonders of the fair. 
A\ i] ie ot Flags «-i-  fill (1 with a great 
International Illustrated News photo. 
lug and coaching in the small high 
schools around Lewiston during 
vacations and after hours. 
During the summer of his junior 
year he signed  up with the old  Chi-j 
cago  White    Sox but    returned     to! 
Bated that fall to finish hus academic j 
work.     Here  he ran  into difficulties! 
for  he found  that  now he was con- ( 
sidered a professional and as football 
and   baseball   captain-elect     he   was 
forcsd     to   give     up  his     collegiate 
athletic  career when  it appeared  he. 
was  ready  to  do  the  most.  Being a 
colorful     personality,     according  to 
his  old  room-mate.     Major     James 
Carroll, '11,  memb r of the Athletic 
Council,  and  having  "a  good  line,"! 
he  filled   a  prominent   place  among 
campus activities. 
After leaving Bates he again went 
into professional ball but retir d 
after a few seasons in favor of coach- 
ins and teaching others. 
His first position was at Woon- 
socket .High. Jtere he rocketed intoi 
public view wh 11 his baseball teams1 
played 77 straight without a defeat. 
This is a record which certainly 
.-peaks of his ability. 
After   coaching and      teaching     ;it 
Putnam High, Everett, and Kingston, 
hp went  to  Rhode Island  Slat     Col 
lege  thirteen years ago  where  he  Is 
director of physical education, coach 
of football, baseball, and basketball 
as well as b ins a professor of 
Chemistry.        II:.;  wife,     a   Bates girl 
whom he married soon after leaving 
college, vies with her husband for 
the   honors   as   coach   of   the   college 
girls basketball team. 
Keaney has been a success at 
Rhode Island. Both as a coach and as 
p ■ J -otiality he has b en termed the 
best. His teams during the thirteen 
years he has been coach have won 
294   games,     tied   10,     and  lost   ITS. 
Among his dlscov ries are pie Tray- 
nor and Chet Nichols, both of big 
league  fame. 
Margaret Perkins is back on camp- 
us again, having fully recovered 
from h r recent operation for ap- 
pendiclt Is, 
Column editor of Hetty Co-Bid 
(;< e- Shipping, Arlene Skillins. and 
Marjorie Avery were both taken  to 
the ('. M. (i. Hospital last week for 
appendicitis operations. Reports In- 
dicate that each la recovering satis- 
factorily. 
Arietta      Redlon.      Bertha     Wells. 
Eleanor Goodwin, Lillian Bean. Con- 
stance Hurray, Jean Murray, and 
Beulah Wilder were among those 
who 1 .ft campus to spend the week- 
'■:■ I  with  their  respective parents. 
Ila Page visited her sister, Crace 
Page, Bales '32 at North Woodstock. 
X.  II.. last week-end. 
Milllcent .Paige of Kiv rside, R. I., 
traa, among the campus visitors of 
last week. 
Alice Chandler, Alice Purington. 
and Amy Irish all spent the week- 
end at home. 
Marguerite iMorong was the guest 
of Mildred Currier at Lisbon Falls 
over the w ek-end. 
Dorothy Peni.y and Mildred Holly- 
wood spent the holiday at their 
homes. 
Constance Conant    and    Margaret 
Johnson   motored   to   Bailey's   Island 
Sunday with friends. 
The annual meeting of the Kenn- 
ebec County Alumni Association was 
held in the Worater Hous . Hallow- 
til. Friday. May 26. After the usual 
full course dinner, the meeting ad- 
journed to the hotel parlors where 
a program of music and brief talks 
was furnished by numbers of the 
faculty and student body. 
A male quartet consisting of Prof. 
M. H. Lewis. John A. David '34, 
.Sylvester J. Carter '34, and Edwin 
H. Prescott '33, sang two groups of 
songs. Mr. Carter sang two baritone 
solos and repeated "The Song of the 
Returning", Mrs. Alice Lawry 
Gould's prize composition which was 
sung in chapel last week. 
Dr. iRayborn L. Zerby spoke of the 
organization and integration of the 
campus religious program. Mabel 
Baton reported on the changes and 
progress in the library. Seldon T. 
Crafts told of th year's musical act- 
ivities. Dr. Edwin M. Wright report- 
ed on the development of Honors 
Courses. Ularry W. Rowe, Alumni 
Secretary, presided over the enter- 
tainment features of the program. 
aftST which President Ivan A. Lang 
'02 of Waterville conducted the an- 
nual business meeting. A. Raymond 
Carter '13. superintendent of schools 
in (iardiner, and father of Ruth M. 
Carter '34. was tlected President. H. 
Clair Miller of Winthrop was elected 
Secretary-Treasurer to succeed Anna 
B. .Longfellow  '10,  Gardiner. 
In addition to those names men- 
tioned above, th.a following from the 
campus attended: Mrs. R. L. Zerby, 
Mrs. H. W. Rowe, Dora E. Roberts, 
Heden M. Whitehouse, Professor and 
Mrs. Percy D. Wilkins, and Mrs. 
Blanch■■ Townsend Gilbert. 
China's first railroad opened In 
1S75, constructed with British capi- 
tal and built by British engineers. 
All went well for a while. But when 
a Chinaman was run over and kill- 
ed Hie Chinese government bought 
up the railway and tore up the 
rails! 
Marriage, in the case of an old 
bachelor, is the triumph of hope 
over   boarding-house   rations. 
THE 
College Store 
Don't Forget — The  College 
•Store is owned and operated by 
the College to servo you. We 
carry a full line of Reliable 
•Merchandise for your conve- 
nience. 
YOr  ARE   ALWAYS 
WELCOME 
Have you thought of making 
DENTISTRY 
YOUR   LIFE WORK? 
THE Harvard University Dental 
School offers a comprehensive 
course in this field of health 
service, which is becoming in- 
creasingly important in relation 
to medicine and public health. 
A "Class A" school. 
Write for catalog. 
■ .... M   s   Miner. D.M.D., M.D.. D«M. 
or,"-, ! MtZlmt *-•• B«I«.«•«• 
fHX&mfaiH/ao/n'awffmmMM, 36-wvx ILLUSTRATED MAGIC 
"&00K CONTAINING 23 MYSTIFYING CIGARETTE.CARD, AND COIN TRICKS. WITH-' 
•OUT SKILL OR "PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE YOU CAN BE THE LIFE Of ANY PARTY 
AND FOOL THOSE "WISE GUYS" WHO KNOW IT ALL MAIL ORDER-BLANK AT 
T.I6HT WITH FRONTS fROM 5 PACKS Of (AMIS-0WdTO/tOOt BLANK. 
'MATCH ti.SS 
*""*>■ % . 
KIND 
■"R. J. REYNOtDS TOBACCO COMPANY. DEPT. 10-B. WMSTON-SALEM. M. C~I 
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News of the 
Day as seen by 
the  Camera 
m 
u 
New Javelin Champ 
A remarkable action picture of 
Duane Purvis, of Purdue Univer- 
sity, as the javelin left his hand to 
soar to a new Conference record of 
208 feet, 5M inches, at the recent 
trials at Evanston, 111. The former 
mark of 207 feet, 7% inches, was 
held by Northrop of Michigan. 
Fair Opens 
ThOUMBlta of men. women and 
children, arc shown here moving 
toward the main gates of A Century 
of Progress Exposition. 
Queen Helen in Form 
Apparently her absence from the 
courts has not impaired the skill 
and verve of Helen Wills Moody, 
who is here shown as she engaged 
in a dashing workout at Forest 
Hills, N. Y., in preparation for her 
invasion of the European courts. 
After defending her title at Wim- 
bledon, London, Queen Helen will 
return to the U. S. to participate in 
the national singles, the sceptre of 
which is held by Helen Jacobs, a 
sister Californian. 
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Great Day  in 'Chicago's History 
A  brilliant  display  of lights fining  across  Lake  Michigan  86   the   1933  World's  F^ir  opened  last Saturday.     Pepicting  a  cent- 
ury of Progress  the electricity  plays  a  major part among the marvels of science being shown. 
Even artists must eat and the embryo Rembrandts of New York s 
Greenwich .Village are again holding an open-air art show. The vogue 
started because of the depression and promises to become an established 
evetL Here is Miss *rene Malawicz sketching a little patron. As the 
sign «tat*s, sketches cost but fifty cents. 
Heavy Necking 
Middy  Honor Man 
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U. S. Davis Cup Racqueteers 
A distinguished career in Uncle 
Sam's Navy is predicted for Mid- 
shipment Fred Neupert (above), of 
Portland, Ore., who has been chosen 
ag honor man with the highest 
ranking of the U. S. Naval Acad- 
emy graduating class at Annapolis. 
The President will attend com- 
mencement exercises. 
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The members of the United States Davis Cup team are shown during 
• series of practice matches after their arrival in New York to prepare 
for their f  . games with Canada in the North American zone 
Davis Cup competition.   The practice games were witnessed by the cup 
ceuuaittee.     Left to  right  are  H.  Ellsworth  Vines,  W timer  Allison, 
George M. Lett and John Van Ryu. 
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Nick Lutze apparently had Joe 
Savoldi, latest wrestling sensation, 
in great pain in their recent New 
York match, judging from Joe!s 
cheerful expression'as this picture 
was snapped. The former Notre 
Dame grid star downed Lutze after 
thirty-three minutes of this sort 
of thing 
May Majesty 
'More than 250,000 .persons jammed Chicago's famed 
Michigan Avenue to witness the opening parade of A Century 
of Progress Exposition. At left, view of parade moving south on 
Michigan   Avenue.     At  right,  Postmaster  General  James  A.   Farley 
(left). President Roosevelt's personal representative to the fair, and 
Rufus C. Dawes, president of the fair. 
International Illustrated News photo. 
ONCE AGAIN 
We are offering: you a corsage that will 
HARMONIZE with your CO-ED'S gown 
and enhance the BEAUTY of the NIGHT. 
We are still GIVING you that SERVICE 
and QUALITY that has marked us with 
INDIVIDUALITY. 
Flower & Gift Shop 
Telephone 205-W 
103  Middle Street, Lewiston,  Me. 
Meet Her Royal Highness, May 
Queen of Swarthmore College. She 
is Miss Yvonne Muser, of Ridge- 
wood, N. J., member of the senior 
class at the college, who was 
crowned at the annual Maw fete, 
which featured the traditional 
ceremony of "taking over the steps" 
by the junior class from the 
dealers. 
GI ET$ for the 
GRADUATE 
DOOKS for the GRADUATE 
-Books they will cherish arid 
enjoy—are best choosen here. 
Fountain 
Pen Set 
A boy or girl will appreciate these sets. 
Boxed rr\ 
Stationery        Jv/       " 
A XEW LOT JUST ARRIVED!    ALL NEW DESIGNS 
NEW BORDERS. COLORS, AND SIZES. 
Berry Paper Co, 
49 Lisbon Street — Lewiston 
$3-50 up 
.,i^<»^i»n^»^M**y>»^1i^»w**^*<»^*«*nfcimij^*"*>N^<»^i*<w«b 
I COMMENCEMENT 
1 
And Memories That Will Be Yours For Life 
Of course your families are coming. Let ILS make reserve 
tions for them hem where they may rest or (line in a atelps 
phcrc of gracious hospitality. 
The DeWITT HOTEL 
Phone 4200 
I t ■;"X'<":":"XKK"X"X-X"X~:":-:-%K"X~:"XK^ 
I^W*^^*^—%rtMMn ■    4>lm,'( ^«iV<wi^i^rt»ii<N<»^ Ml ■■■ 0^m 
FLOWERS 
For the Co-Ed at such 
Time as These are a 
TRADITION 
REMEMBER   TO   ORDER   EARLY 
FROM  ROAK'S—As usual  we  SERVE 
you with PLEASURE. 
OUR  PRICES  ARE  ALWAYS  RIGHT 
GEO. M. ROAK CO. 
Florist 
.  Telephone 980 
Auburn Theatre Building,   Auburn, Me. 
"A CompJete Banking Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
Lewiston, Maine 
jfe Sotieit the Business^ of Bates Student^ 
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing 
THE QUALITY SHOP" from the Campos 
il 
8 MtootCT f u
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The difference 'between Parlia- 
ment and an artist's model is that 
one gtill    sits and    the    other    sits 
still-  
COLLEGE 
PHARMACY 
Where The Bobcats Meet 
LUNCHEONETTE 
AND 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
CO.M!'Oi:XI)EU 
Telephone 3159 1 
College and Sabattus Streets   | 
Winning a Roosevelt Habit 1 
The 
NO DATE YET FOR 
FALL  GRID  DRILL 
Despite any statements which 
may bavo previously been pub- 
lished, it i« impossible to stalo 
at this time when fall football 
practice will benin, said Coach 
Morey Monday afternoon to the 
Student reporter. It is also im- 
possible to name any men who 
•will be invited hack to early 
practice, as several matters 
have yet  to be arranged. 
Duo to the definite hackfleitl 
■rotten  which presents    itself 
this year, it is imssiblo that the 
hackficld men may be called 
back before the rest of the 
snuad.  
U. S. Delegates to World Parley 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
I Betty Co-Ed   I 
•: 
■: 
TEA ROOM 
OPEN 
v,;     \TK  ONCE   AGAIN 
SERVING  THE 
EDS   A\i>   CO-EDS 
Tel.   3705-R 
29 Davis Street 
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., son of the President, is pictured at his place 
in the Groton School shell after he had stroked his crew to victory over 
the Belmont School eight at the recent regatta at Groton, Mass. The 
young man put his best foot forward as his distinguished mother was an 
interested spectator at the event, as shown in inset. 
ca£ Sftft WaFSSW"! TEN NEW MEMBERS 
luxury    is   something    you    ought   to 
get alacg without, but don't.—Dun- 
bar's Weekly. 
: 
FLAN 
62 Court St., 
FOR 
YOUR 
Convenience 
ORDER 
YOTJR 
Fl aim els 
Thru 
OUR 
KErHESENTATIVE 
JIMMIE   OLIVER 
•35 
White, $3.95 
Gray 
$3.95 to $5.00 
MRS 
Auburn. 
ENTER VARSITY CLUB 
Qifts of Jewelry 
KXDCKINO   MI-'.MKXTOS OP 
GRAIH ATIOX 
There   is      nothing     you      could 
choose as a gift  for the graduate 
that would    be    more    lastingly 
Cherished THAN JEWKIJRY. 
Gruen    Watches—Hracelets 
Twentieth Century  Cigarette 
Cases  and 
Other   Assorted  Gifts 
Geo. V. Turgeon & Co. 
Tel.  711-M 
£0 Lisbon Street,        Lewiston. 
Last Thursday evening the Alum- 
ni Gymnasium r-: sounded with the 
clans of paddles, the shouts of the 
victors and the victims, stenched 
with the odor of garlic, as ten new 
members were given the usual warm 
reception to the Varsity -Club. 
The new members include Frank 
Pendlelon, Carl Heldmau, George 
Mendall. Burt Dunfl-ld, Harry Kell- 
er. Nate Milbury, Don Malloy, Steve 
S-'metauskis, Ed Winston, and Bern- 
ard  Sheridan. 
If the baseball magnates were 
more liberal with th< ir passes in 
favor of the weather men, something 
could be done about the rained-out 
games—St. L.oui6 Globe-Democrat. 
Judkins Laundry 
QUO. W. TUFTS, Mgr. 
TELEPHONE 29-W 
For information, rales, etc., see 
our Student Representative, 
Milton I.in rnolm Room 25, 
Bast Parker Hall. 
"PERSONAL SERVICE 
DOES IT" 
193-195 Middle Street 
Lewiston 
Bear of Post Office 
BEAUTY 
SHOP 
Announces that 
you     will     (in<! 
the right 
answer in a 
FREDERICK  - BONAT 
Permanent Wave 
$6 up to $10 
Finger Waves 50c 
TELEPHONE 3644 
FLANNEL  SUITS 
LINEN SUITS 
SLACKS 
TERRY COATS 
STRAW HATS 
Sennits  and   Panamas 
TUXEDOS 
For Sale and to Kent 
CRONIN^ROOT 
Sell Good Clothes 
110 LISBON STREET 
...    f.   Root J-   ■■  MCGT.HI 
Goes Shopping \ 
KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXX 
By MILDRKD  HOLI.YW OOP 
Two tickets tor Bargaintown. 
How much are those tickets for 
Bargaintown? Okay. I'm on my way. 
Get aboard, get aboard on depression 
train fcr iMain and Lisbon stations! 
Choo. choo, we're off. 
Another year behind us. Exams 
and Commencement before us. so 
•Ho, Hum. Lack-a-day. What Have 
We Got to Lose"? 
KLAXDKR'S and BKXOITS. Take 
a look at their white flannels and 
you won't be able to look the other 
way. Tuxedos, slacks, new tricky 
sweaters, and socks all cry to be 
taken away. And such prices 
reasonable and within the collegiate 
pocketbook. 
Did you go to the Home Show? 
If you did, you can be sur.- that the 
smartest riding habits you saw came 
from MlltPMY'S. Their jodhpurs 
and breeches just can't be resisted. 
Have you heard about the "non- 
frizz" permanent that the DKW1TT 
BEAUTS SHOP gives? 
From her", sauntered down to 
CORTKI.I.'S. Plenty of crisp or- 
gandies that seem to be made just 
for you is CORTKM/S specialty. 
Visions of Ivy or Commencement 
Hi p . 
It's too bad, Seniors, when you 
send your Commencement announce- 
ments, you cau"t include samples of 
BARXSTOXK — OSttOOD'S and 
TCRGKOX'S stock. 
Here are the three delegates selected by President Roosevelt to .represent 
the United States at the World Economic Conference to be held in London 
next month, when the nations of the earth will endeavor to formulate 
plans for pulling the world out of the morass of depression. At left is 
Secretary of State Cordcll Hull, authority on international tariffs; right 
is James M. Cox, of Ohio, who was Democratic nominee for the Presi- 
de^ in 1920, and in center is Senator Key Pittman of Nevada. 
Garnet FINALS AGAIN 
I MERRILL 
THE   BLUE   LINE 
Lewistou—Bumford—ram tngton 
I.v. !""••'•«£-AJI., i945 ,..;,,.. «.a5 P.M. 
I.v. MBfor*g- VMi ,._,.,- ;. j, .,.,.-, pjf. 
i.v. ^"■."i^^-M     l8M  p.*.,  .,.10  :-.M. 
(Daylight Saving Time) 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiii. 
I GIRLS!   j 
[I VISIT  CORNELL'S 1 
1 HEADQUARTERS | 
|                     FOR 
1 EVENING GOWNS | 
Two men fought, one with a pocket 
knife and th- other with a corn 
knife, indicating that the resumption 
of sword play In -Germany is having 
its  influence.—Indianapolis New-. 
KENTUCKY 
BURLEY TOBACCO 
"Direct Rum Grower To You" 
Old Kentucky Barley Tobacco is 
the cream of the finest crops Ken- 
tucky's bountiful soil can produce 
—ripe, rich leaves, smoothe and 
nellow, with that rare old-fashioned 
lavor and fragrance that only 
noper "agios" can produce. We 
bank on it you bavo never tasted or 
gtnoked a liner flavored, more sa- 
tisfying tobacco in all your life. 
Special  Offer! 
FIVE POUNDS 
SMOKING 
TOBACCO 
COMPANY 
$        PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS 
1   95-99 Main St.,       AUBURN, ME 
$1 
For The Cay Co-Ed 
The Very Latest In 
Sportswear 
at 
f MURPHY'S 
Smart Styles Suitable for 
every occasion. STOP IN For 
SHOWING. 
T. J. Murph 
(    MEN! 
A  NEW  DEAL ! | , SUITS 
1 SHOES 
1 HAT 
- and 
= 
T
 
1
 
E 
|       $22.50 
| Cortell's I 
=       Charge Account Service       E 
|    i()!)-il   LISBON   STREET   | 
fmnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiuiiT 
Fur C®: 
29 ASH STREET, ?T      PISTON, MAINE. 
BILL 
The Barber 
For 
Eds and Co-Eds 
CHASE HALL   • 
Lewiston Monumental 
Works 
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS 
JAMES   P.   MURPHY   CO.,   MO. 
6 to 10 Bates Street. LewUton. 
Telephone 4634-R 
Kirli,  Kipe,  Old  Fashioned  Leal 
Our Old Kentucky Burley is no 
more like manufactured tobacco 
than day is like night—guaranteed 
free from chemicals and all other 
adulterations that conceal imper- 
fections, delude the sense of taste 
and undermine the  health. 
We use the same method our 
grandfathers used in preparing to- 
bacco for their own use—everv 
trace of harshness leaves it—noth- 
ing to "bite" your tongue or parch 
your taste. Thousands of tobacco 
lovers the world over swear by its 
inimitable smoking and chewing 
qualities. 
REDUCE   YOUR   TOBACCO 
BIL.L   % 
We sell direct from the grower, this 
eliminates the eighteen cents a 
pound Revenue Tax—all manufac- 
turers' and middlemen's profit, 
thereby effecting a saving to you of 
50% or more. No fancy packages, 
no decorations, just quality and lots 
of it. 
MONEY SAVING PRICE 
SMOKING or CHEWING 
5 lbs.  for $1.00 
Send   us  One  Dollar  Cash  P.   O.  or 
Express   Money   Order   (no   personal 
checks)   and we will promptly ship 
you a five pound package of "Burley 
T
°FWe°'pounds of Old Kentucky 
Burley will make 40 large packages 
of smoking or 50 twists of chewing. 
t\ ^ r%     Send 35 cents In silver 
m *%i        and we will ship Post- 
%J%J^*     Paid — one pound  of 
Burley Tobacco     as  a trial  offer. A 
trial "ill convince you. 
We have thousands of requests 
dally for "Samples"—our margin 
of profit is so small we cannot com- 
ply with these requests. 
We do not ship C. O. D. orders, 
to do so would require a large staff 
of clerks. Orders must be in Eng- 
lish language. 
INDEPENDENT   TOBACCO 
GROWERS   ASSOCIATION 
McOlure Bldg..      Frankfort, Ky. 
Continued from  Page i 
for "The   I oncert"    is so    compact 
thai  wo must   praise    it for its ra- 
pidity. 
Adventuring In Prose 
The prose of this issue is round- 
el out by Hire- other works which 
take us adventuring. Norman De-' 
Marco polBts rather effectively to 
the possibilities that lie in applying 
music to the needs of body and soul. 
It is pleasant to think of those for 
whom music is that Lethe that rolls 
away the cares of the workaday 
world. In "Porda and Firewater" 
Elizabeth Saunders holds interest 
from the opening soatence, "it is 
rodeo day in a t'ar-w.-siern town", 
in the nd of her account with its 
concluding commentary on the ways 
of the degenerate half-breeds of the 
region. "Wet Air", by Harold Bai- 
ley, is a story of the derring-do of 
the air ways; there are in it many 
moments of vivid and thrilling ac- 
tion. 
Alumni   And  StUdenl   Poets 
Generous as  well  as  high  in  qua- 
lity   are  the     contributions     of  the 
poets. We are glad to leal the con- 
linud interest of graduates who 
turn their thoughts back to Bates. 
It is a genuin pleasure to thank J. 
W DauHels for. sending us bis son- 
net "Age". C. B. Packard for "June 
Night", A. M. Jakeman for "She 
Worships Flowers", and Miss Doro- 
thy Burdett for "My Neighbor 
Comes to Dii ". 
Undergraduates have given ef- 
fective expression to moods which 
the whirl of the busy life about as 
should have submerged. We are de- 
Hghted "'••" BO many have found 
time to mature their musings, A 
Owen Dodson writes in bis 
"Rhythm". 
"There's   music   and   there's 
beauty and there's love— 
In every land." 
So those college poets have found, 
as we in "The Australian fcove- 
i.linl" of Nils I.ennartsoii. "Joy" of 
Isabella Fleming, "Thirst" of Ab- 
bott Smith. In mood more than in 
technique Inge von Mueller is suc- 
cessful with her "Rain" and Har- 
old Yudkin with "Adolescence". 
Philip -'tarhird is or.-e of the few 
who were willing to submit them- 
selves to the rigors of definite pat- 
tern: in such submission, they tell 
us, lies the surest mastery of tha 
art  of skilful  poetizing. 
Editor Smith and bis entire staff 
are to be congratulated on the 
promptness and the quality of the 
June GARNET. 
And now that final* are on the 
wav;—A recent survey in The Tower 
has brought to light the specific- 
ations for the champion exam sit- 
ter: weight, 170 pounds; pencil 
thumb. 2,/» inchrrs; pencil finger. 
3% inches; glance to the aide, 8 
feet: range of whiopered inquiry. ( 
feet; capacity of trot 50 words per 
square inch; hat size, 5%. What a 
man! 
Prize Student 
Bowdoin, U of M 
Each Place One 
Man at IC4A's 
Garnet Entries,  Adams 
And Jettison, Fail 
At Boston Meet 
Arnie Adams and RJWS Jelli«ion, 
Bates' only represeirtaiiTea in tho 
IC4A meet at Harvard, last Friday 
and Saturday, tailed to place in the 
fast   company. 
Adams ran in the 400 meters 
which was won by the colored track 
star from U. S. L,. A.. LuValle. in 
the fast time of 4 6.9. Jones of Penn 
was second, three yards behind, with 
Warner of Yale a yard behind him. 
AblowitCh and Tompkii:.- of Southern 
California placed fourth and fifth. 
In Jellison's race, the 8M) meter. 
inner was Ryan of Manhattan, 
who sprang a big surprise when he 
, wept past Joe IfcCluskey on the 
last Btri tch. it was McCluskey'e last 
collegiate race and it was the first 
time he had nut defeat in the col- 
lege ranks. 
Favor 2nd in Hammer 
The other Maine entrants fared 
somi "hat better. Don Favor of 
Maine took second in the hammer 
throw With a tos.- of 168 ft. 9 Vi in. 
He was less than 7 inch's behind 
Zaremba of N. T. V.. the defending 
champ. Johnny Adame of Bowdoin 
leaped 23 ft. 6% in., to Place third 
in the broad jump, while Allen of 
Bowdoin just missed qualifying in 
hurdle.!. Hunt of Colby failed 
to qualify in the S00 meters. 
Th. only records to fall were in 
the shot put and high jump. John 
I.vman. Stanford, heaved the shot 
52 ft. SMs in., for IC4A and world 
record, while Spitz. X. Y. C cleared 
t It. 6Vs in., for a new 1C4A rec- 
ord. The only double winner was 
Bonthron. powerful Princeton run- 
in i. who won both the 800 and 
150" met rs. 
Southern California retained tho 
team title for itts fourth consecutive 
win. 
SPORT SHOES 
l'l.AIX   WHITE   BRICK 
;;| \VK  AND  WHITE 
TAX  AND  WHITE 
Also 
Two Tone T;in 
$3.50 & $5.00 
Cobb-Morris Co. 
The Greeks appear to hav been 
the first to recognlw that war was 
a poor alternative for settlements 
dictated by reason; that, at any rate, 
it should be limited in its scope, and 
that some attempt should be made 
to substitute for it the process of 
law. 
Oratory Winners 
It pays to be smart, and 17-year- 
old Sidney Levy (above), of Buf- 
falo, N. Y., knows it. Sidney's 
brightness has won him a trip to 
Kurope as first prize in the League 
of Nations Association's seventh 
annual competitive examination for 
high school students on the pur- 
poses of the League. 
Wo carry a large assortment 
of— 
Men's Gladstone Bags 
Ladies' Fittted and 
Unfitted Cases 
Men's Billfolds 
Ladies' Hand Bags 
Aiul 
Small Leather Goods 
Fogg's Leather Store 
123 Main Street, Lewiston 
BIY   YOUB   SUITS   AND 
TOPCOATS   AT 
Richard 
Clothes 
Proud of their silver tongues, John 
Milton Phillips, of Kansas City, 
Mo., ai5d Miss Mary Colliflower, of 
Washington. D. C, are pictured to- 
gether after they had won first and 
second places respectively in the 
finals of the National Oratorical 
Contest  at Washington. 
We  can   show   you  ■   irarlea   selcctioo   of 
PPJZE    CUPS 
FOUNTAIN    PENS 
of  ail  st.ndard   makaa 
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS 
LADIES' 
LEATHER   HANDBAGS 
LEATHER BILLFOLDS 
BOOK    FNDS 
CLOCKS 
of all kinds 
BARNST0NE-0ST.00D 
C    n    M    I'    A    N     V 
Jewel ers 
50   LISBON   STREET 
Leu-'.sti'i:.   Main* 
LE 
MES 
White 
Flannels 
Richard Clothes 
39  LISBON  STREET 
John Laverdiere 
Publishing Co. 
Job Printers 
Publishers 
% 
225 LISBON STREET 
t&?*~?m 
SAY     IT     WITH     ICE     CEEi^l 
George A. Ross 
ELM  STEEET 
Bataa   1V04 
38 
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SlNTR AMUR AL TEAM STUDENT PIC  
Harold Millett And HerbBerr^Among Bi^Sbd^dingBattersOf StoteSenes 
JLaVallee, Darling 
5P0RT5 
conncrus/ 
by Hate Milbury 
"The old oilier change th giving 
plaro to mew". By today our senior 
athletes will have run their last race 
or Biased  their la"'   Kan"' f"r Bates. 
Scon they/will join the great army 
of those whom we    will recall and 
boast of in the future years. It is 
Impossible to name all the men Who 
are graduating and state their con- 
tribution to athletics at this school. 
All that we ran do is to add oar 
little WOrdfl or appreciation for (heir 
efforts and to congratulate them 
upon their accomplishments. 
All Four Classes 
Place Men On 
Mythical Group 
Over the Sticks in Rhythm 
Said one of the umps In reference 
.to the baseball game of Thursday 
with Bowdoin, "If that game on 
Tuesday goes past nine inninga I 
am walking out and Cutts will have 
to do the job". Poor fellows! This 
makes the second game in a row 
which haa reached fifteen innings 
while they are paid for only nine 
Those two games constitute the all- 
time record of the season. 
Despite rumors to the contrary, 
the opening game of the football 
season with Arnold has not been can- 
celled. At one time there was agit- 
ation to call this game off but at 
present time arrangements have been 
completed     for   it   to   be   played     M 
scheduled. 
In the form of an announcement 
we are asked to state that the men 
who have not played their bowling 
matches must do so very soon or the 
matches will be considered forfeited. 
Only a few 6hort days are left to 
complete the finals. 
It seems that the baseball team 
must open their season with a series 
game, when they have had little or 
no chance to pluy outdoors, and then 
at the last of the season, play the ex- 
hibition game. We understand the 
Ivy week situation at Brunswick, 
but still it is a very poor excuse for 
men who are supi>osed to belong to 
a college athletic team. 
Tour freshmen, three soph- 
cmore-, two seniors, and one 
junior make up the Students 
Jiisl intramural baseball team 
selected in this issue by l'aui 
Jcaiinottc, baseball  editor. 
They are as follows: 
Stevenson. L. P.; Amreln, C. 1".; 
Gay R.F.; Nicholson, IB; Cann, 2B; 
Karkos, SS; Holman, 313; Aldrich, 
C;   Pricher,  Atherton,   P. 
Mike Karkos. manager of has - 
ball, and Lyman Holman. are the 
seniors.   The  sophomores   placed   Hill 
Pricher, varsity gridstsr; Eddie Aid- 
rich, and Walter Gay, varsity quar- 
terback;  while the Juniors garnered 
but  one.  Arthur  Ainrein.     The  four 
in slim, n   were   Cap   Atherton,   Chot 
Cann.   Steve   Stevenson,   and   Nel'i 
Nicholson. 
Hayden   Most    Doubles 
Of these men. Holman with .455, 
Amrein .421, Cann .410. Gay .400, 
Nicholson .863, Karkos and Pricher 
:!52 aid Stevenson .333, were the 
leading batters in the twilight 
league hold by Buck Spinks. Only 
Irving Fireman With .385 and Paul 
Hayden with .37 5 were in the select 
group of hailing hatters and did not 
make  the  all-team. 
Nicholson and Cann lead the 
league in the Dumber of hits with 
eight and seven respectively. Hay- 
den had the most doubles, four, 
while Cann. in secord place, had 
two  twin-base  blows. 
So|dioniorcs < "hampions 
Nicholson with three homers lead 
the   league,   while   Holman   was   the. 
only  man to annex- two triples.  Hoi-1 y lCtOl'y 
man and Cann were the leading run 
getters  with  seven     each.     Of     the j 
pitchers,   Bill   Pricher,  who  left 
varsity   to   give     more   time      to   his 
scholastic  work, had  the  best   record 
for  Strikeouts   km  a   single  game,   14. 
when   he     heat     the     seniors. 
Atherton.    in a game    against 
sophomores,   had   12      strikeouts 
his credit. 
The sophomores won the league 
championship with five victories in 
six starts .losing only to the fresh- 
man. 10-1. The seniors by splitting 
even in six games, .were in second 
place; while the freshmen and 
niors were tied for last With 
victories and four losses. 
With perfect symmetry of motion, Bob Lyon (left) I Cambridge, Mass. The well-trained Lochinvars came 
and Captain Jeddy Welsh, of the University of South- out of the West to participate in the two-day I. C. A. 
ern California track team, are taking the hurdles at I A. A. A. in which the country s best athletes competed. 
Frosh Win Last 
Meet For Only 
GARNET DEFEATS BOWDOIN IN 
SECOND EXTRA-INNING GAME 
Vlftorv Of Year Bobcats Overcome 7-Run  Handicap  In 9th 
Tie    Put Over 3 Runs In 16th Inning To 
Win—Fine Pitching By Millet 
To 
the 
to 
Margin   Small 
Due To Absence Of 
Stellar Men 
The Bates interscholastics appear 
to be done for. No action has been 
taken by the Boys Week committee 
who we hoped would take over this 
meet. A Portland group is planning 
to run its first schoolboy track game 
at the Stadium on Saturday. We rec- 
ognize the names of several schools 
that are entered and that have been 
T gular attendants in the past at the 
Bates affairs. 
two 
Tile student body should go on 
record with a vote of thanks for Bill 
t'arrigan who has given his services 
to the baseball team this spring. 
Bill, who is as good a coach as there- 
is In the country, has lent his time 
and knowledge uiisliiitingly. A coach 
can only teach, he cannot play the 
game himself. For the past few 
weeks he has been building for next 
year, and we would like to see him 
back nc \t spring to net 
due him. 
Sophomores 
Seniors 
Juniors 
Freshmen 
Holmar.,  '33 
Amrein.   ':'. 1 
Cann,  '36 
Cay.   "35 
Fireman    '33 
Haydn.   '33 
Nicholson.   '30 
Karkos,   '33 
Pricher,  '35 
Stevenson,   '30 
the   credit 
Won 
5 
3 
2 
2 
AB 
11 
14 
17 
15 
13 
16 
22 
17 
17 
IS 
R 
7 
4 
7 
C 
3 
6 
5 
4 
3 
Lost 
1 
3 
4 
4 
H 
6 
C 
The  Bates  Freshmen  closed     the 
.firing track season With their only 
victory "f the year. The margin of 
victory o\.r tin- weak Edward Lit- 
tle team was small, 37-::;>. hut the 
freshmen wire without the Berrices 
of Keller, Clark, and Saunders who 
could have made the meet a walk- 
away for the frosh. 
For the Freshmen Poskus and 
Jeannotte ran one-two in the dash 
in the last lime of 10.4 while Hut- 
ehinson came through in the fur- 
long, winning in 23.6. Jeaivnotte al- 
so won the quarter in 55.2 hut 
Croeketi was unable to beat Uu- 
fresne, Edward Little, in the half 
ia 2.11. Souie, diminutive Edward 
Little star   who   practices   with   the 
Bates team, sprang a surprise and 
led Tubbs to the tape- in the mile. 
winning in 152. Soule is only a 
sophomore ami shows unusual 
promi-e Archie Peabody saved th" 
imeet with 120 ft. in the hammer 
.375 land 3fi ft. in the shot to win these 
.363  events. Qautler    was second    in the 
.352 siiot to give the winning margin. 
.352 Edward Little, however, swept the 
.33:!   broad jumping.  _ 
P.O. 
.833 
.500 
.333 
.333 
A.VG 
.546 
.421 
.410 
.400 
.385 
Bates To Play 
Bowdoin To-day 
In Series Final 
Herb Berry, Bob Swett, 
Gus  Merrill  Play 
Last Game 
In  another     one of     those     long- 
drawn   out   baseball   games.      Bates 
I defeated   Bowdoin   13-10.  The   Bates 
i nine fought an up-hill  battle all the 
way.   After     spotting     Bowdoin     a 
, seven  run  lead,    a  fighting     Garnot 
! nine  cam !   back   in   the   eighth   and 
ninth.   Bowdoin   then   came   back  In 
! the last of the ninth,    scoring    two 
runs to tie up the game. 
From the ninth to the sixteenth, 
1
 the game was scoreless. Both teams 
played stellar ball and shut off 
several rallies. Bill Millett pitched 
fine hall for the Garnet. In the 
fourteenth. Bill began to tire and 
Bob Darling relieved him. Darling 
held the Polar Bears scoreless the 
rest of the game. 
In  the  first   of  the sixteenth,  the 
Bates  club   rallied     and     put     over 
take     a  13J10     lead. 
Sher- 
platt 
Divide Bates Two 
Series Victories 
Only two Bates men, Howard 
Millett  and   Herb  Berry,     were 
among   the   six   leading   batters 
cf the Maine state series which 
..till   has one  more  game  to   go. 
Millett   with  a   -304 •*«■?  '" 
eight  games  is  in     third  place 
behind   Talbot   and   Walton     of 
Maine,   who   slugged     for   ..$95 
iinil   SOS  respectively. 
Benceu of Bowdoin was in fourth 
„lac°  with  .361    while  Berry  comes 
Ix/Jih     .357     in     eight     games. 
Swede   Hallgren.   the   Maine  captain 
and  veteran  of four years,  was  last , 
in  the list of six batters. 
Berry and Millett are the only 
Garnet pastimers with an average 
better than .300. Of the others, Mer- 
rill, Swett. Sherman, Dean and 
Toomev are hitting n the .<suo «>• 
Foster of Colby was the .main 
reason for his team's success in the 
state series as he was credited with 
four victories and no losses. Mun 
Romansky of Maine, and Hoyt of 
Maine .were tied with two victories 
each and no defeats. Bob Darling 
and Hank LaYallee each won a 
game for Bates to share v.ctories as 
far as the Garnet was concerned in 
the state series. 
Although Colby won the league 
championship, she was unable to 
place even one man among the first 
six batters. Talbot and Walton of 
Maine, one and two on the list, also 
had the most hits. 15 for the former 
ami 11 for the latter. Both parti- 
cipated in all their team's games. 
STATE  SERIES 
(Tuesday,  May  30) 
TEAM STANDING 
Bates' last State Series game with 
Bowdoin, scheduled for yesterday, 
will  he played  today at 3:30  P.  M., 
v.. a; her   permitting. 
St™eSer?es  $£%  V fiWTSSl ! three  runs  l0  take    a 
;.':■■  ,,'u.m-..   for   the  loser  will  oc- , Successive  hits   by   Berry-and 
Garnet   victories,   is   due   to I not 
Colbv 
Maine 
Howdoin 
Bates 
Won 
7 
5 
3 
2 
BIX   SIX 
Lost 
2 
4 
5 
6 
P.O. 
.777 
.555 
.375 
.250 
Players 
Talbot,  Me. 
Walton,   Me. 
Millett,   Ba. 
Bennett.  Bo. 
Berry.   Bates 
Hallgren, Me. 
G 
9 
9 
AB 
38 
38 
33 
36 
28 
31 
R 
7 
11 
5 
8 
5 
10 
BH AVG. 
15     .395 
14 
12 
13 
10 
11 
.308 
.3G4 
.361 
.357 
.355 
Won Intercollegiate Honors 
Certain members of the athletic 
council are questioning the practica- 
bility of the present managerial sys- 
tem. They feel that when a niMn is 
awarded his letter during his junior 
year he loses interest and does noth- 
ing his last year. In fact, we under- 
stand that there is one member of 
the council who is in favor of abol- 
ishing managers altogether and hir- 
ing outside help to do the work. 
Personally (we feel that the pres- 
ent system is an improvement. Not 
only does a man have the use of his 
sweater a year earlier but there is 
also iv chance for a division of labor 
so that the senior manager is not 
forced to take all of the responsibil- 
ity. Some feel that fraternities are 
necessary to make the student-man- 
ager system a success. It is true that 
a fraternity does much to get the 
right type of man out for the Job, 
but we can also name just as many 
disadvantages. 
Thus we come to the last par- 
agraph of our gossip column for th 
year. To our readers we can only 
wish a happy and prosperous vaca- 
tion and to every senior we wish a 
job. So uutil next fall, so-long. 
WINSTON TO ENTER 
CROSS COUNTRY RUN 
Ed Winston, Bates '35. will he 
one of the favorites in the coming 
five-mile cross country race in Port- 
land. This race, which is sponsored 
by a Portland fraternity. carries 
the mythical state title. Winston ran 
in this race in 1930 and took second 
place. 
Several New England collegians 
have entered the race. Among them 
are Northeastern's two stellar dis- 
tance men, Rodham and Roak. 
These men ran on the Northeastern 
cross-country and track teams. Win- 
ston also ran on the Bates track and | 
cross-country teams. He defeatedi 
both of these men in the Northeast- 
ern dual meet, but they are much 
better in cross country than in the 
two miles. 
The race will   be held  the week] 
after next in Portland. Winston has 
been out    training over    the Bates | 
cross country course for the past two 
Weeks and should be in good condi- 
tion for this race. 
of   the 
pitch He went 15 innings the nrst 
lime and last Friday replaced Mill- 
in the Mil and received credit 
for the wi: when his teammates" 
blasted Means for three tallies in 
the 16th. 
The same infield  of  Berry,  Swett, 
hirman.   and   Toomey     Will     start 
with  Galhvrher,  Merrill,  and   Millett ■■•■.   th"  field.  Dillon  will     be  behind 
the plate. 
Of these men only Berry, Swett. 
and Merrill will be lost by gradua- 
tion Berry has been a regular for 
four years. Swett and Merrill are 
veterans with several years' expe- 
ric nee, 
Berry will be the hardest man to 
replace, for he has ro immediate 
understudy at first, and his batting 
is strong with an average well over 
.300. Lelyveld and Callahan are 
ready to fill Swett's shoes at sec- 
ond." while there is a host of outer- 
gardeners. 
be   over-looked.    Millet   pitched 
fourteen   innings  of  good   ball. 
Herb Berry led the Bates team 
with the willow. Herb connected fir 
four timelv Dingles. Several Bates 
runs crossed the platter as a result 
of his hitting prowess. Bill Scolnik 
fielded his position nicely in left 
ti Id. Scolnik has the earmarks of 
a good player. Next year, he will be 
one of the mai: stays of the team. 
Hoempel. Bowdoin third sackcr. 
■llayed a nice game for the Bowdoin 
team. This game was played as part 
if the Bowdoin Ivy Day exercises 
and was attended by a large crowd. 
It was only an exhibition game and 
didn't count in the Stato Series pen- 
nant race. 
Alfred Morin, of Holy Cross College, pictured as he won the running- 
broad jump event at Cambridge, Mass., during the annual trials of the 
New  England  Intercollegiate  Athcletic  Association.     Morin  bounded 
a, distance of 23 feet 6V4 inches to capture tea honors. 
Garnet and Black 
Soccer Game Is 
Play Day Feature 
Thrilling Contest Ends 
In 1-1 Tie—Murray, 
Melcher, Score 
Despite the overcast wsather that 
threatened to drive the participants 
inside, the Bates women enjoyed 
their annual Play Day on Friday 
afternoon. May  26th. 
The big f-atnre of the day was 
the varsity Garnet and Black soccer 
game which finished the competition 
for the whole year. Each with a star 
line-up. the opponents were so even- 
ly matched that the final results 
proved to be a tie with a score of 
one to one. Conny Melcher scored 
for the Blacks in the first halt and 
Jean Murray for 'the Garnets in the 
.-econd half. Th? game was fast and 
judging from the number of men 
adorning the lawn in front of Park- 
er Hall, it must have proved interest- 
ing to the other side of campus. 
Alternating with the halves of the 
soccer game, there were fifteen min- 
ute periods of games for all those 
not taking part in the soccer game 
Six sets of numerals were awarded 
to the following; Class of 1934, Beu- 
lah WorthHy; 1935. Evelyn Rich. 
Arietta Redlon; 1936, Dorothy 
Wheeler, Peg Hulbert. and Ruth 
Webber. Eight white sweaters with 
garnet B's were awarded 
following:    1933,   Dagmar 
Letters, Numerals 
Are Awarded At 
Student Assembly 
Ice Men, State Champs, 
Receive Gold 
Charms 
Bates Tennis Men 
Drop State Title 
To Bowdoin Team 
Garnet   Eliminated   In 
Second Round Of 
Tourney 
The Bates tennis team, defending 
state champions, were eliminated in 
the second round to drop their title 
to Bowdoin in the state intercolleg- 
iate tourney at Waterville the first 
three days of last week. 
Bowdoin took the lead from the 
start, qualifying three men in the 
singles and one doubles team for the 
semi-final rounds. R' d Simpson was 
the only Bates man to pass the first 
round.beating Frcst of Bowdoin 7-5, 
G-2, 8-6. .He later teamed up with 
Antine to defeat Ashley and Thaits, 
of Bowdoin, in two straight matches, 
6-4, 7-5. Maine also qualified a 
singles player and a doubled team 
while Ferguson of Colby was the 
lone Waterville entrant, having beat- 
en Buzzell of Bates 4^6, 6-1 and 6-2. 
In the semi-finals. Simpson forfeit- 
ed his singles match and joined with 
Antine to bow before the Colby 
doubles team of Taylor and Silveria, 
2-6, 6-3, 6-2, 10-8. 
:o:  ■ 
Spain is being asked to repeal a 
law enacted in 1492. It seems that 
conditions have changed since it was 
passed.—Philadelphia Bulletin. 
by   Dorothy i J.   Kimball   :{.-, 
Another year in the sport,; cal- 
endar of the Women's Athletic Ass- 
ociation has drawn to a close, as Waa 
indicated by the final event-Piay 
Day Sally Hughes is certainly to be 
congratulated on the efficient man- 
ner in which she handled the pro. 
gram, and, with the cooperation 0f 
the others who helped her. sh made 
such a successful affair possible, A 
more complete account of the Play 
Day is to be found elsewhere in thu 
issue. 
Soccer 
With the big Garnet and Black 
game ending in a deadlock, the final 
result of this year's oompetitiou 
seems also to be a tie. There has 
been a good deal of keen rivalry be. 
tween the teams this year that has 
heightened the general intent in 
Garnet and Black competition great- 
Track 
Sally iHughes seems to be the star 
performer in track this spring, as 
she holds the majority of the rec- 
ords. No official track meet was held 
because of the lack of numbers part- 
icipating, but the individual records 
were kept and compared in order to 
compete the winning scores. 
I Archery 
Bates, this spring in  the National 
Telegraphic    Archery    Tournament, 
has jumped from sixtieth to thirtieth 
place. This is a remarkable improve- 
ment and is much to bft commend^. 
In  order to see how  Bates stands, it 
is interesting to note that our record 
is   highr   than   that   of   Wellesley's 
first  team.   The  scores  of  the  eight 
girls  who  competed   were:   Mac Mo 
Cormack,   167;    Doris   Maxim,   173; 
Rena  Cantlin,   1S6;      Thelma  King. 
197;    Kathleen   Torsey,   197;   Geor- 
gette Lepage,   22.6;   Betty  Saunders, 
257;  and  Marge Boothby,  280. 
Tennis 
The finals in    the    tennis tourn- 
ament were not played off to sched- 
ule last week  but will be complet-d 
this week. Deb Thompson and Ronny 
Melcher  are   the   two   to   play  it off 
as they have been for the past thre-.> 
years. 
Riding And Swimming 
Fourteen  girls     took     Tiding this 
spring and ten of them will finish i? 
the season  by  a     special     Tide and 
picnic supper. Of the thirty girls who 
have  b--en     taking     swimming  this 
spring,   nineteen     are     working  for 
their   Life-saving   Badges   and   hop? 
to receive them  this  week  upon  the 
successful completion of the necessa- 
ry tests. 
Taking it all in all, this year cer- 
tainly seems to have been a success- 
ful one as far as W. A. A. activities 
are concerned. Such affairs as the 
Gym Meet and Play Day go to prove 
this statement. Next year promises >o 
be even a better one and under the 
skillful directorship of Professor 
Walmsley. and Miss Fisher, and th.ir 
assisting W. A. A. Board, this prom- 
ise should hold true. 
125 FISHERMEN 
HAUL IN 12 COO 
At a special student assembly 
Thursday morning, Dr. Fred Pome- 
roy presented letUrs and numerals 
to freshmen and upper classmen who 
had won their insignia in hockey and 
indoor track. 
The hockey men were not only 
present d with their sweaters and 
certificates but also with gold 
charms in recognition of their state 
The following men received letters 
and charms: Capt. Joseph Murphy, 
Herbert B Try, Robert Swett. Capt.- 
elect, Kenneth White, Frank Soba, 
Jere Moynihan. Richard Secor, Geor- 
ge Mendall, Charles Toomey. Carl 
Heldman, assistant manager Burton 
Dunfield. and Coach Bay McCluskey. 
The following freshmen received 
hockey jersies: Aleide Dumais. Well- 
ington Simr.son, Frank Merrill, Da- 
mon Stetson, William Stevensou, 
David Torrey, Bernard Mann, Law- 
rence Butler. Edward Curtin, John 
Parfitt, and Robert Grannan were 
presented their numerals, having 
won their jersies in football. 
The following men received vars- 
ity track letters: , Capt. Arnold 
Adams, Russell Jellison, Bernard 
Sheridan, 'Frank Pendleton, Robert 
Butler, Robert Kramer, Royce Pu- 
rington, Sieph.-.n Semetauskis, Harry- 
Keller, Edward Winston, Donald 
Malloy, Donald R. Smith, and assist- 
| ant manager, Nathan  Milbury. 
Harry Keller and Edmumd Muskio 
to thej were awarded freshman track jersies, 
August-, while the following men were award- 
inus, Marjorie Boothby, and Mavis <d their numerals having won their 
Curtiss; 1934, Marjorie Reid, Geor- jersies in other sports: Verdelle 
gette Lepage. Miriam Wheeler, Ruth Clark, Robert Saunders and Paul 
Johnson and  Olive Grover. I Tubbs. 
Nazi Sport Dictator 
Captain    Hans    vori    Tschammer- 
Osten, newly-appointed Reich sport 
commissioner, who is in charge of 
ic."mA?yB .a"angements for the 
1936 Olympic Games. Tschammer- 
Ss^en,twno is a member of the iteichstag and a prominent Nazi 
leader, recently issued drastic or- 
ders prohibiting Jewish athletes 
from competing for the "Third 
Reich." 
By HAROLD BAILEY 
One hundred and twenty-five Bates 
ed and co-ed fishermen spent their 
Memorial Day vacation, yesterday, in 
placing various types of memorials 
in and on Casco Bay. "Sea leg*' wi re 
few and far between, and the com- 
bined fishing ability of the crew 
netted the amazing total of twelve 
cod. 
As modern fishermen do, we 
sleepily boarded interurbans at 6:30 
A. M.. and after more delays than 
the Figure Eight makes, we were left 
in the middle of Portland. 
Some did and some were afraid to 
nibble a breakfast at Portland, but 
finally at 9:30 the entire crew left 
the wharf in the Sabino piloted by 
Capt. Randell. Those wistful glance* 
towards shore were forgotten for the 
time being, and Professors Lewi. 
Bertocci successfully lead a mixed 
chorus in  appropriate sea  ditties. 
The days fishing was done about S 
miles off Cape Elizabeth. Meals were 
generally dantily served to fish by 
dangling the various courses before 
their hungry mouths. 
To Charles Latham '34 was given 
the pool of $3.21 for hauling aboard 
the largest eatable fxh. It was a 
rock cod weighing between seven and 
eight pounds. Latham also caught 
two other cod. This was his tinst 
deep sea fishing trip and like sev- 
eral of the others he was slight!)' 
sick, but like a true fisherman he 
stuck to his lines and was rewarded 
the honor of the afternoon. 
Rebecca Carter '33 was one of the 
happiest co-eds on the trip She was 
the only girl to catch a fish, some 
seven inches in length. 
Bob Johnson '36 yanked up the 
longest fish, but it was also the 
ugliest and was not fit for eating. 
Mary Ham and Fred Smyth reliev- 
en , , cfptain of his duties as a 
Pl ?v Ut, Lney failed to relieve any 
of the sickness; in fact we wondered 
it any Coast Guardsmen had cast a 
questioning glance at the erratic 
course the Sabino followed. 
A3 soon as anchor had been pulled 
UP and the prow turned towards 
Portland, all traces of seasickness 
magically disappeared, and every- 
body enjoyed the ride to port. The 
entire party was made up of 76 men 
and 49 girls. Prof, and Mrs. Sawyer, 
Connie and David Sawyer, Prof. 
Lewie, and Prof. BOTIOCCJ, ^_ 
